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ABSTRACT

"Successful Mechanisms for Urban School/Community
Involvement"

Dale Mann
Teachers College, Columbia University

School/comunity relations. in big cities are
marked by apathy, distrust, and often hostility. Yet
mavFederal programs, and many pressing urban problems
(eg.,' race and finance) that administrators and
communities work together more closely than ever before.
This project analyzed evidence from recent empirical
research and from field evaluations to identify the most
successful practices which have put administrators and
neighborhoods together in shared decision making.

The key finding from that analysis is that
involvement is successful when it is significant. Thus,
the tested procedures for involvement were collected as
a 7rincipal's Handbook for Shared Control in UrbzIn
Community Schools." The Handbook is organized by action
areas that a school principal needs to consider in
creating, maintaining and utilizing successful involvement.
Each area discusses the range of options available to
the principal. Building principals are thus able to
select features to fit their particular communities. The
areas are: (1) why share control; (2) when to share
control and what to expect; (3) who should be involved?;
(4) what should they do; (5) how should the group be
organized; and (6) how to help. Sample budgets and
sample by-laws are 11;cluded in an appendix.

A companion document ("Shared Control in Urban
Neighborhood Schools: An Interpretive Essay") presents
the evidence on which the Handbook recommendations are
based and its organized parallel to the Handbook for easy
cross reference. A bibliography of over 300 items is
included in that essay.
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GliARET: C,1;TIWL IN IJR3it JEIGIWORHOOD SCHOOLS:
Ai IIITL\PRETIVL ESSAY

Preface

This essay is to be used in conjunction with
A Principal's Handbook for Shared Control In Urban
Community Schools.* That dandbook is a compendium of
recommendations for use by school principals who may
want to, or have to create and maintain mechanisms of
shared control between themselves and the communities
they serve. The Handbook tells the building principal
what he or she needs to be concerned with, what options
are available, and what steps to take in order to make
shared control a success.

The Handbook recognizes that sharing de facto
control of school policy decision-making is a distinct
departure from prevailing school/community relations.
Its recommendations have been derived from a study of
the most successful practices in this field and from
the most recent research bearing on the topics with
which building principals must be familiar if they
are to realize the goals of their school and community
through shared control. The purpose of this interpretive
essay is to provide the documentation which supports
the recommendations contained in the Handbook. It is
very unlikely that any principal will want to adopt
en toto the recommendations of the Handbook. Neither
particular community situations nor personal tastes are
likely to allow that. Instead, it is anticipated that
principals and communities will pick, choose, and
modify the various options within each aspect of the
mechanism of shared control described in the Handbook.
The result can therefore be tailored to individual and
field situations. In order to facilitate that process,
wherever .appropriate, this Interpretive Essay,sk:hcs

Dale Mann, A Principal's Handbook for Shared Control
in Urban Community Schools (Washington, D.C. National
InstituEe of Education, OEG 0-72-4401, September 1, 1973.)



the pro's and con's of a particular features discusses
whatever research and evaluation is available, and
defends the recommendation made in the ilandbook. The
essay is thus intended as a supplement togandbook.
Because of that unless the essay is used in
conjunction with the Handbook the essay itself will seem
a little disjointed. (The two are designed to complement
each other.)

A number of people helped with this project.
The research into features of success -fl- involvement
was greatly assisted by Madeline Holzer. She was
especially helpful during the comparative phase of the
project in which the literatures of social welfare,
urban planning, and health care were examined for
their relevance to education. The rigor (and vigor)
of. her criticism is 'reflected in the results of this
project. I.larva Harrison typed mountains of note cards
and deciphered miles of scribbling in producing clean
and prompt draft materials. Maria C. Bardeguez served
as secretary and project assistant with stunning
efficiency and unfailing good humor.

Finally, I owe a lot to my wife Sandra, who in
her work as director of a day care center, deals with
shared control in the urban context. The project is
indebted to her and to the scores of other urban school
administrators who have helped with this work. Woodrow
Wilson wrote of people like them and their work in
broadening what he called "the great stream of
freeedom": "The men who act stand nearer to the
mass of men than the men who write; and it is in their
hands that new thought gets its translation into the
crude language of deeds." (Woodrow Wilson, Leaders of Men)

New York City
August 31, 1973
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"SHARED CONTROL IN URBAN NEIGHBORHOOD SCOOLS:
M INTERPRETIVE ESSAY"

The "Principal's handbook for Shared Control in
Urban Community Schools" is a compendium of recommendations
for use by urban school principals in involving their
communities in the school's decision-making processes. The
handbook is based on the best and most recent evidence,
drawn from cities all over the United States, about the
features of community involvement which have been the most
successful. In order to keep the handbook short and useable,
it does not discuss the evidence from the research and field
sources on which it has been based. This interpretive
essay presents that evidence, discusses its limitations,
and relates it to the recommendations made in the handbook.

This essay is organized to parallel the handbook.
Users of that handbook who would like more detail about a
given feature can quickly refer to the appropriate section
ia this essay. The initial section defines shared control
and distinguishes it from other more common school/
community practices. The goals of community involvement,
that is, what can be achieved by increasing involvement,
are detailed next. The following section deals with the
question of when to snare control. It shows now the
principal can assess the need for involvement. It also
discusses the apprehensions--especially with regard to
conflict--which are common among school principals
contemplating community involveLent.

The next three sections (III, IV, and V) take up
the business of creating a community involvement group.
They answer questions of who should be involved, what they
should do, and how they should be organized.

A final section summarizes the principal's role
and responsibility in helping the shared control group to
succeed.
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The Prevailing Pattern of Scnool/Community Interaction

Involvement and participation are widely held
values in American society and school principals are no
exception. iiiost endorse community involvement in some
form anu try to assist it. For example, the...headquarters
of the ;few York City Schools had issued "Guidelines for
Individual Schools to Achieve Community Involvement in the
Schools" even prior to decentralization. The guidelines
recommended the establishment of neighbornood-based school
committees and stated that "in general the committee should
be the 'board of education' for it school as a local
school board is for its district.°' In involving commu-
nities, principals are responding to several needs: to
keep the community informed; to build support for the
school; to organize the school's friends and allies; and,
to do those things in a way that will minimize interference
with the professional's autonomy. As one source puts it:
fi

. The sound administrator wants as much parent activity
as he can muster because he can thereafter channel it appro-
priately, knowing how to protect his staff, how to use the
parents in the community, how to use the interplay to
strengthen the school, and how to keep the reins of
responsibility untangled."2

This approach closely resembles public relations
when it is practiced for manipulative purposes rather than
for the assistance it can provide to more authentic commu-
nity participation. Because this public relations approach'
is the most common pattern for urban school/community
interaction, it should be described in detail. It has four
characteristics: (1) one-way communications; (2) a
concentration on support for existing arrangements; (3) a
definition of the citizen as dependent consumer; and (4) a
definition of the educator as autonomous professional.
Public relations, like any other tool, can be put to good
and bad uses. Schools have an undeniably legitimate need
to communicate, to build support, and to preserve aspects
of professional autonomy. There are many practicing
professionals (in, for example, the National School Public
Relations Association) who take this wider view of the
purposes of public relations; however, in urban situations
the dominant practice is, as we shall describe, a narrower
one concentrated on manipulative public relations.

i.iost administrators interpret their main responsi-
bility in school/community relations as keeping the public
informed. Information is generally dispensed through PTA
bulletings, school newsletters, occasional flyers, and in
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a few cases an annual report. For less active school
principals, a yearly report to the school board suffices.
The emphasis is on communication from the school out to
the community and is aptly expressed in the textbooks of
educational administration which counsel administrators
"how to tell the school story," "selling the school
mission," "letting the people know."3 Luvern Cunningham
believes that this emphasis discloses,

a basic fallacy in. school system approachesto
school public relations. The preparation prog-
rams developed by colleges and universities for
administrators have emphasized an "information
giving" philosphy. School administrators in
training have been urged to: tell people about.
the schools, bring parents into the schools,
sell the schools to the people. Very few
efforts of a continuing type have been mounted
which allow parents and students opportunities
to share their feelings about the schools with
school officials. Information flow has been
primarily one way. Legitimate outlets have not
been provided for protest or discontent. PTA's
and similar organizations have often ruled dis-
cussions of local school weaknesses out of bounds
in order to perpetuate a peaceful, tranquil, and
all-is-well atmosphere.4

In general, when textbooks discuss the need for
"closer" school/community relations, they refer to a
closer understanding by the community of the schools, and
not vice versa. Lay.advisory groups serve mostly as
conduits for the school's position or as forums for the
principal's views and not for soliciting the community's
opinions. The literature of educational administration
goes on at length detailing how to use the media and
information campaigns for various purposes, but with one
recent exception,5 there is very little attention to
systematic procedures for tapping community opinion.
When asked how they find out what their communities might
want or expect, the stock answer of administrators is to
refer to an "open-door policy" which means that anyone who
is willing to come to the administrator can get a hearing.

Within the framework of the public relations model,
communications has a very particular purpose: to motivate
greater support for the schools. One author describes
this purpose as follows: "Public relations are necessary
(1) to secure continued and stronger support, (2) to
render an accounting, (3) to advance the educational
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program, and (4) to promote the concept of community
partnership in educational affairs."6 The most extensive
study of school/community communication ever undertaken
set for its ask ". . . to discover those factors which
influence sc ool-community relations, and, by implication,
support of pu lic education."7

All iokrganizations require support and creating
it is a central\responsibility of the vofessional staff.
Whether or not One agrees that it should occupy as much of
the focus of schdql-to-community communications as it does
depends in large part on how good a job the schools are
thought to be doing. If the schools deserve support in

' their present configuration, then the public relations
emphasis may be justified. However, if the schools need
to change and to be changed, then running schoolfcemmunity
interaction through the public relations screen is.not
useful. Extolling something's virtues is an ineyaiable
method through which support is built; but where candid
and critical assessment is more appropriate than un-
blinking supportiveness for a flawed product, the public
relations approach is no help. Mario Fantini points out
that:

The'chief motivation of most profesSionals in
[the current prevalent] concept of community
relations is to make their system work more
smoothly. From the parents' point of view
their concept has a basic flaw: when a school
system is dysfunctional, the community is acting
against its own interests and those of its
children in maintaining the system, in failing
to criticize it. In short, the existing
concept of parent and community participation
in education is basically misdirected toward
supporting the school's status quo.8

Thus in the long run, focusing on support alone and build-
ing it through the selective presentation of only the
best features of the schools, robs the schools of their
ability to respond to new demands.

The efforts of the public relations model
resemble marketing practices and relegate the citizen
to the role of a dependent and passive consumer of
education services. Sherry Arnstein writes: "In the
name of citizen participation, people are placed on
rubber-stamp advisory committees or advisory boards for
the express purpose of 'educating' them or engineering
their support. Insteed of genuine citizen participation,
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the bottom Tung of the ladder [of involvement] signifies
the distortion of participation into a public relations
vehicle by power-holders."9

In the economic marketplace, the cInsumer must
be "sold" or motivated about the virtues of the product:
the analogy to education is painfully apparent. How-
ever, while the competition among various suppliers
provides a slight degree of protection to consumers in
the marketplace, the same is not the case in education.
There, selection is not preceded by comparison; one brand
may not be replaced by another; there is only support or
non-support. i'ioreover while the market consumer is
playing a somewhat voluntary "role, in education that
role is portrayed as a duty.

The dependence and passivity of the consumer
has been reinforced by building barriers between the
consumers and the producers;:citizen involvement is.
carefully guided and controlled. One author says, "the
administration assumes an initiating and guiding role in
any public relations prOgrom.1,10 Another author is even
more pointed: :'An advisory committee must be oriented
from the beginning to recognize that its advice does not
constitute interference with the workings of the legal
organization: on the contrary it insures a greater
amount of invulnerability in the functioning of the entire
school organization."11

As consumers citizens are assumed to all have
the same interest. Viewing citizens as consumers and
school/community involvement as public relations leads to
an intolerance for legitimately differing interests and
opinions which characterize any urban community. Leslie
Kindred sets out some rules to be used by administrators
in controlling citizens committees: " . . . (2) The
committee should worx only as a whole on the assigned
task . . . . (3) Any dissension should not be Made public
and dissenting members should withdraw and then act as
individuals."12, Another author counsels that "the

madvisory group may pervert its true function by exerting
pressure upon the board of education or upon the commu-
nity . . . . Objectivity and disinterestedness are
essential to the effective functioning of the advisory
committee."13

There is in these recommendations an assumption
that closely resembles what Robert Salisbury criticized
as the "myth of the unitary community." The basic tenets



of the myth are that the best community will be,"son-
sensual, integrated, (and) organic" and that therefore
there is no need to endure the .kind of conflict over
educational issues that affects other, crass "political"
areas.14 As Salisbury points, this attitude decreases
the chances that the special needs of particular groups
of children will be met appropriately.

It hardly needs to be stressed that in the
public relations-as-manipulation model, the professional
occupies a central, defining, and autonomous position.
That role is clear in the foregoing quotations where the
professionals are safeguarding their own authority by
limiting that of the consumers. Two agendas for school-
community relations typify this approach. The first
appears in Stephen J. Knezevich, Administration of Public
Education:

"1. Inform the public about the schools.
"2. Establish confidence in the schools. A

"3. Rally support for proper maintenance of the
educational program.

"4. Develop an awareness for the importance of
education in a democracy.

"S. Improve the partnership concept by uniting/
parents and teachers in meeting the educa-
tional needs of children.

"6. Integrate the home, schools, and community
in improving the educational opportunities
for all children.

"7. Evaluate the offerings of the schools and
the needs of the children of the community.

"8. Correct misunderstandings as to the aims
and objectives of the school."155

And in New York City the Board of Examiners has defined the
"Principal's Role in Building Good School-Community
Relations"

"4.1 To encourage the use of school services
and facilities by responsible, interested
people and agencies of the community.

"4.2 To utilize community resources in implement-
ing, enriching, and improving the school
program, and to train teachers in doing so.

"4.3 To provide democratic and competent direc-
tion in assisting the people of the commu-
nity to cooperate with the school in its
efforts to attain worthwhile goals and



improve the educational program and in
keeping them informed of the work of the
school.

To encourage and sponsor a Parents' Asso-
ciation and a School Council.

S To cooperate with other agencies in pro-
tecting the health, moral well-being, and
safety of children.

'4.6 To recognize valuable resource persons in
th(1 community and to interest them in
giving of their special talents to the
school."16

The language of such documents is informative,
The stress is on cooperation (by the people with the
school) not on participation; information, not involve-
ment. The principal "keeps them informed" but does not
report to and is certainly not accountable to the
community. The community is a resburce to be used at
the discretion of the administrator, approximately like
any other material. From a legal institutional point of
view, it is neither a source of authority nor of
direction. The result may be summarized by quoting
Myron Leibeman: "Local control by laymen should be
limited to peripheral and ceremonial functions of
education."17 The manipulative version of the public
relations model concentrates on one-way communications,
selectively stresses support, assigns citizens a passive
and dependent consumer role, and preserves the autonomy
of professionals. Citizen involvement, regardless of the
intent with which it is offered, is acceptable only if
it is supportive and even then it is carefully
restricted to trivial and tangential concerns.

Obviously, the public relations efforts of
schools do not deserve a blanket indictment. Similarly,
Parent Teachers Associations (of which there are 43,000
units with nine million members) are not always the
creatures of this manipulative model. Many school
community involvement mechanisms are good vehicles for
interaction among citizens and administrators. But most
are not, and public relations, when it is practiced only
for manipulative purposes has some serious consequences.

In the first place, urban schools have lost a
lot of the trust and good-will which they used to enjoy.
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That has been replaced with apathy and in some cases with
hostility. mechanisms of community involvement which are
controlled by and for the very people who are viewed with
suspicion are not likely to reverse that feeling.
Robert Lyke, who has made several studies of represen-
tational practices between schools and communities, doubts
whether PTAs, advisory councils, etc., as they are
usually set up "can significantly improve substantive
representation. Since typically they originate and
depend upon either board members or school officials,
they are likely to lack legitimacy in communities where
citizens are already hostile and suspicious."18 The
U. S. Office of Education's guidelines for parent involve-
ment in Title I makes a similar point: "A 'paper' or
'figurehead' council will accomplish nothing; in fact'it
may increase the public's distrust of the school
system . . . ."19 Another study of school building-level
constituency organizations concluded that, "PTAs maintain
the structural outlines of democratic organization but
fail to provide citizens with a useful wedaf; into edu-
cational policy making. In this sense, PTA participation
is not involvement in a democratic political process
structured to win changes in the urban educational process;
the PTA is an example of an administratively controlled
citizen-participation process."20

Beyond what they fail to do, manipulative public
relations-oriented involvement mechanisms still do have an
effect. For our thing, their very existence tends either
to dilute serious participation or to preclude the for-
mation of other more effective organizations. School
communities have a finite number of parents and other
interested people who might be recruited into education-
related groups. Splitting their numbers among two or more
groups may be an effective way to deive parents of the
influence they might otherwise have."

Perhaps the most serious of the consequences
attached to the manipulative version of the public relations
model is its debilitating effect on the public. When
citizen interaction is viewed as manipulative public
relations, the educator's conception of the citizen's role
i5 one of simple, uncritical supportiveness. That is
communicated to the public. The response expected from
the public is a minimal one which stresses an affective
orientation more than independent judgment or constructive
criticism. For example, t!le annual Gallup surveys taken to
help educators understand the public concentrate more on
public attitudes toward education, than on public infor-
mation about, or involvement in education.24 When those
attitudes were supportive, professional educators were
satisfied and notAing more was required. -But now that those
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attitudes are no longer so consistently supportive, it
is important to recognize the difference between attitudes
and information. The rebuilding of urban education re-
quires a public that is informed and supportive. &it
the disparity of information that exists between school
people and lay people has been used to disfranchise la),
participation. A major part of the justification offered
by those administrators who regularly over-ride community
expressed needs and interests for doing so is that they,
the administrators, are experts while the community is
uninformed. However, the rule that learning is a function
of incentives applies just as surely in communities as it
does in classrooms. Where involvement has little likeli-
hood of effecting significant change, then there is
little incentive to become involved or informed. Where
only the most trivial involvement is possible (the oppor-
tunity to support a status quo with which one disagrees,
for example) there is little incentive to become better
informed. The public relations model has a minimal
expectation of the public's role--to support what pro-
fessionals decide. Professionals rationalize that
restricted role because of the public's purported lack of
information, and that expectation then becomes a self-
fulfilling prophecy. Low expectations which were originally
justified by low levels of information produce inauthentic
opportunities for involvement anu they in turn are met
with indifference and unimproved levels Of information on
the part of the public.

In an extensive longitudinal study of citizen
participation in educational decisions, Robert Agger and
iiarshall Goldstein collacted evidence that indicated that
although poor people wanted to participate in decisions,
they did not vote as frequently as others. Agger and
Goldstein believe that the explanation lies in the
significance of the opportunity offered.

can see that the paradox in the data lies
not in the fact that the less educated wish to
aecide but fail to vote. Ratner, they wish to
deciC.e but are offered only the most limited,
last-stage means of participation through the
vote. By tine time they are called upon, the
definitions of the issues have been made by
otaers without their being consulted, and thus
cite range of choice presented to them is
narrowed. Typically, the alternatives are
limited to avproial of the program as defined
by others, disapproval of the program with
little hope that a major new definition will be
presented for their evaluation, or wrecking the
program entirely by consistently voting against
the budget."

9



This cycle of low expectations, insignificant
opportunities, and unsatisfactory responses has some
even more insidious reinforcements. When people believe
that they can have no effect, they are unlikely to parti-
cipate. When they do participate, it is not received as a
legitimate political act. Thus, where there are no
grievances expressed, and where they are expressed but not
honored, there is no consequent change. In the absence of
c'oange the citizen receives no feedback or reinforcement
for participation. The result is that many legitimate
grievances go unexpressed and unresolveu and that, too,
contributes to further alienation and further loss of
support.

The pattern also retards innovation and stifles
change. Concentrating on eliciting support for the exist-
ing program of the schools makes it very unlikely that the
same administrators who have been "selling" that program
will recognize the neeu to change it. Their very
identification with the existing program decreases the
likelihood that they will see the need to improve it.
Yet, assuming that they could be persuaded, the prior
stifling of interest articulation deprives officials of
exactly the signals that might be used to recognize the
need for change. Since citizens are so carefully con-
strained in the kinds of inputs they are allowed to make,
they do not act as outside sources of, or incentives for
change. The whole method of interacting with the public
designed as it is to gather support for the status quo is
profoundly conservative.

Finally, since under the public relations model
the most ever expected of people is that they should main-
tain a supportive opinion about schools, when something more
than mere opinion is required, fewer people are equipped
for serious participation than might otherwise be vile. case.
After decades of having left education to educators, it
should come as no surprise that people in cities have as
little experience in decision making about educational
affairs as they do. As long as all one is ever asked for
is support, civic abilities atrophy and are not available
in those times of crisis when they are most needed. The
stormy history of community control in New York City
should be viewed as a process of civic education through
which an enormous conurbation is learning to govern its
educational institutions. The only question is not, will
people take part, but how well will they take part. Or,
as i3etty Levin has said, "Whatever meaningful partici-
pation by ghetto parents may mean, it clearly does not
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mean membership in the PTA.* What we need are new
strategies of parental involvement, anstAnew definitions
and measures of parent participation.""

What is at issue here is a relationship which is
absolutely basic to understanding and to operating effec-
tively with community involvement, Corn unit involvement
is successful when it is significant. The ene its to be
derived are related to the opportdrilties offered; import-
ant opportunities will be rewarded by goal achievement.
It should come as no surprise that what you get depends on
what is invested. Still, most mechanisms for community
involvement fall short of effectiveness on precisely these
grounds: they are not opportunities for significant in-
volvement. The U. S. Office of Education, in its recom-
mendations to local Title I programs, notes the relation-
ship: ". . . While all parental involvement efforts are
important, informal arrangements, largely because they have
no advisory or decision-Making powers built in, often have
uncertain impact. It was with this understanding that
Title I required parent councils, a structured organized
means of involving parents in all facets--from the planning
to the evaluation--of programs that affect their chil-
dren."25

Several people have criticized community involve-
ment practices on the grounds that they offer trivial in-
volvement. Alan Altshuler notes: "The sense of
participation varies with the immediacy of linkage between
activity and decision. Thus, it is not surprising that
the demand which touches a profoundly responsive chord in
the ghettos is for community power to decide in some areas
of intense concern, not just to appear at a few more
hearings."26 In her evaluation of the community school

*Again, although it is a fair generalization to
say that PTAs have historically operated as booster clubs
for the school's administration, it would be incorrect to
believe either that there have been no significant
exceptions or that PTAs will always retain that role. In
fact, in the recent past, the National Congress of Parent
Teachers Associations has dropped the restriction from its
national charter that local action could be taken only to
support the local school. In addition, the National Con-
gress has shown some interest in regaining membership
lost in the central cities to the more independent and
aggressive organizations sponsored by anti-poverty
agencies. Success in that effort can only come by moving
away from the tenets of the public relations model as it
has been described above.



boards in Aew York City since decentralization, Marilyn
Gittell notes: "One of the hoped-for changes under
decentralization was the involvement of parents in the
selection of school principals, but the law 'provided only
for meaningful consultation. That phrase has been inter-
preted differently in various districts through the
city. . . Most districts (19 of them) have given a narrow
interpretation to meaningful consultation, allowing parents
to be present at interviews but not permitting them to
question the candidates.27 And Edgar and Jean Cahn say of
citizen participation that,"it does not mean the illusion
of involvement, the opportunity to speak without being
heard, the receipt of token benefits or the enjoym9nt of
stop-gap, once-every-summer palliative measures."2°

Community involvement is a purposeful act, it :s
intended to affect what happens in programs. The best and
most direct evidence documenting the positive relation
between the amount or significance of involvement and the
successful achievement of organizational goal is an un-
published study of citizen participation in DNB; programs
performed by Technical Assistance Programs, Inc., and the
RAND Corporation. That study related the amount of
authority (or involvement) which citizen governing boards
had to the responsiveness of the programs to community
interests. For each of the cases in their sample of
programs incorporating citizen participation, the following
question was asked: "Has the organization been successful
in obtaining implementation of ideas or approaches the
participants favor that would not otherwise been put into
effect?" The results were as follows:

Table 1

MOUNT OF COMLIUNITY INVOLVEMENT MECHANISM AUTHORITY
AND RESPONSIVENESS OF PROGRAMa

Responses

Advisory/Limited Governing
Authority Bodies

(N=23) (id =16)

Not at all, to a
small degree... 48% 31%

To a significant
or high degree... 52% 69%

100% 100%

aSource: Robert K. Yin, William A. Lucas, Peter L.
Szanton, and James A. Spindler, "Citizen Participatic,n in
DHE Programs" (Washington, D.C.: TARP/RAND, #R-1196-HEW,
January, 1973), p. vii.
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In another national study confirming this
relationship, Brandeis University examined twenty community
action agencies to :determine the conditions which led to
successful community representation in the governance of
such programs. The Brandeis findings reinforce the general
relationship between the significance of the involvement
and the chances of its success. The study's general
conclusion was that "the significance of target area
membership on the CAA [community action agency] is in-
creased if the CAA board itself controls a wide range of
substantive decision-making."29 Aore specifically, the
study found:

The significance of target area participation
through membership on the CAA board is reduced
by restrictions on the ability of the entire
CAA board to make important decisions. Federal
ear-marking of funds for particular programs,
and reductions in local initiative funds have
reduced the range of program choices with which
the board can deal. . . . The significance of
participation is also limited by a restricted
definition by the CAA board of its responsibi-
lities.30

These studies of trivial involvement cannot be
expected to elicit a significant community response. "The
more passive the board or committee and the fewer decisions
it has the authority to make, the less interest citizens
will have in its activities and the less basis it will
have for widespread participation."31

This relation also affects program goal achieve-
ment. The study inquired into several other areas of
community involvement goal achievement and related the
amounts of that achievement to the significance of the
involvement. The summary table which follows shows the
"Form of Citizen Participation" column in an order of
increasing scope and significance. The second column,
"Devolution of Power" indicates that as the significance of
involvement increases so does the amount of program con-
trol which is realized. No amount of involvement affects
trust, but feelings of self-efficacy among participants
do increase as the significance of the involvement in-
creases. Finally, program effectiveness generally in-
creases as involvement increases.32

- 13 -
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The fairly straightforward proposition about
coluwunity involvement--that its effectiveness rests on
its significance--is crucial to moving beyond the
manipulative public relations models of involvement. The
implication is clear: something more must be done. This
simple relation is at the heart of all of the literature
dealing with the research and the practical goal achieve-
ments of community involvement. It is related to the
often-cited difficulties that stand in the way of
effectively mobilizing urban communities and is clearly
related to those instances where that mobilization has

been the most successful. In the sections dealing with
the goals of community involvement, we will review that
evidence. Before that, we should define the concept of
shared control.

Shared Control efineu.

The inadequacy of the manipulative public-
relations model has been shown. If public relations does
not work, what does? The evidence (which is discussed in
greater detail below) indicates that when community involve-
ment reaches the level of shared control, the the proba-
bility of its success is much greater. Shared Control is
a relatively simple idea--even if operationalizing it is
not. It means that the decisions which stick about what
happens in the school, are made with the participation of
the community. Shared control has three characteristics:
(1) the regular opportunity for community participation in
the determination of a range of policy matters; (2) the
inclusion of all relevant points of view; and (3) the prob-
ability that the community's participation will at some
meaningful level have an effect on policy. Control
snaring means a partnership in decision making between
communities and administrators. Wilson Riles, the
California State Commissioner of Education, distinguished
such a control-sharing arrangement from both weaker and
stronger forms of community involvement.

"3 As participation is conceived here, with
its possible combination of advisory and
policy-making functions, there is no
guarantee that community parents and
residents woid really have an effective
role in the ii.yernance of programs in
their local schools. . .

- 15



"2. With vartnership described here as a
division of autnority, there is a sharing
of the decision-making power--either in an
informal arrangement (e.g., a set of under-
standings worked out with the local school
board and administration) or a formal
agreement (e.g., a legal contract stipula-
ting the precise division of authority and
responsibility). . .

"3. With control conceived here as full authority
in fiscal, programmatic, and hiring matters,
the community board or authority legally
replaces the central school board. Within
the limits of state laws and municipal
regulations, including any other agencies
with which it must deal (e.g., the teachers'
union), the community can operate its
school or sub-system making such changes as
it deems necessary and can afford."3.)

Control sharing is easily contrasted with the
public-relations model. The definition of the control-
sharing situation precludes a passive role for the citizen
and an autonomous role for the administrator. Communi-
cations must occur in both directions, and there is no
guarantee that the status quo will be supported.

Fable 3

PUBLIC RELATIONS-AS-MANIPULATION
COMPARED TO CONTROL SHARING

Communications

Citizens role

Orientation

Administrator's
role

Public Relations Shared Control

one-way two-way

passive consumer active participant

support for
status quo

situationally
determined

autonomous partnership
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Defining shared control as a regular opportunity
for all points of view to be heard and to some extent
heeue4 on significant educational matters iialaediately
provokes a number of questions. First, of course, is
what is the meaning of "to some extent"? Who is "the
coumunity"? aow are they to be organized to share con-
trol? Oa in-
volved?

questions should they be how much n-
volved? These are reasonable matters which are somewhat
subtle, complex, and interrelated. The operational
sections of this work (Sections III, IV, and V, "dho?,"
What?," and "How Organized?") deal with those topics at
length. At tnis point we have preliminarily defined
shared control anu uistiuguished it frau the manipulative
public-relations model. Shared control is legitimated by
its purposes. Administrators should consider its adop-
tion because of its ability to deliver goal achievement.
Thus, in the next section we shall take up the goals of
coumunity achievement, and the evidence about now and to
what extent those goals have been realized througn commu-
nity involvement.
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Tile Goals of Commuaitz Involvemeat
ia Euucatioa Decisioa Makin,;

At the level at waica it is Lein:;; advocated were,
community involvement is a distiact acparture fro current
practice. ally sauuld dui ihistraturs caange taose prac-
tices? ,fiat are tae ousts ui suca iavolvement taaL coald
justify exteasive mudificatioas in a relatively comfortable
pattern? aeiho a scaoul principal takes years o traiaih.g,
a i;reat ueal of jdugueht, dad lots oz caergy. .post scaool
principals ieei twat Lacy nave little eaoaoa power -c('
deal wit.i Lae tasks taey face. why sauula taey aiminish .

taeir own CO.Airui ay saarihg it wita ()tilers? Tae most
persuasive reason would ue if that sharing resulted in
the increased achieveLent of the school's goals. This
section presents four major goals, each one of which
can be held in common between administrators and
citizens. This common interest in the achievement of a
set of goals for community involvement can serve as a
basis or rationale for control sharing.

The concentration on mutually agreed goals is
different from the approach of others who have written
about this field. Community involvement can be pursued
for many reasons but there is likely to be strong dis-
agreement about the legitimacy or desirability of several
of taose reasons. When involvement is used to coopt or
placate dissidents, it can, for example, serve the par-
tisan purposes of administrators who wish to defuse such
participation. Involvement can also be used for the
material gain of citizens, as in the "job strategy" which
Arustein suggests was one of the principal participation
goals of 0E0 programs.34 adical critics of involvement
have suggested that it is a ruse to shift responsibility
for the failure of urban schools onto poor, central city
residents themselves, who can then be abandoned even more
completely. @ut given the tenacity with which teachers'
and administrators' unions cling to current control
patterns, it seems unlikely that that criticism is very
valid.) Eu.mund 3urke has suggesteu that two of the coal
oriented strategies cif involvement are to provide citi-
zens with "education.- therapy" and to encourage
"behavioral change."35 Other authors nave suggested that
increasing participation is suaoseu, among other things,
to "relievc,psychic suffering".50 and to develop "community
cohesion."' 'Iany of those goals are contradictory with
each other, many are the subject of considerable disagree-
ment, some are not very laudable as purposes for public
policy. Some of the goals suggested by some of the
authors cited are really instrumental to other purposes.
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Some goals are specific to the institutiona- context or
social service being provided.

For education, a reasonably comprehensive set
of goals to be achieved through community involvement
would seem to be the following.

Table 4

GOAL SET FOR COMUNITY INVOLVETIENT
IN EDUCATION DECISION KING

I. Educational Achievement
II. Institutional Responsiveness

III. Support for Schooling
IV. Democratic Principle

The set is somewhat self-explanatory. It includes the
pedagogical and political purposes of community involve-
ment. Both administrators and citizens share an interest
in seeing the achievement of each goal increased. In
addition, the set includes the purposes for community
involvement which evidence shows can indeed be increased
through involvement.

The first goal listed, educational achievement,
is widely regarded as the most important. The achieve-
ment levels of urban schools are substantially below
national norms and a hope for community involvement has
been that it would increase such levels. The second goal,
that of increasing the responsiveness of urban schools
to their community clientele, is aimed at increasing the
congruence between what schools do and what their urban
clientele want them to do. The third goal is a more
general one of increasing the affective and material
support which communities give to schooling as an insti-
tution. The fourth goal expresses the norm in a
democratic society that the people who are affected by a
public institution should participate in governing that
institution.

Achievement of some of the goals is instru-
mental to some others. A more responsive school, for
example, should lead to more support for the school and
also to higher student achievement levels. Presumably,
support for the school also affects student achievement
levels and vice versa. Where there is evidence about
their interrelationships, it is discussed. But each of
the goals is an important objective in its own right and



the conditions under which comMunity involvement leads to
increases in achievement of individual goals are them-
selves complex. Therefore, each goal is discussed
separately.

A second preliminary remark is necessary about
the nature of the evidence employed. The empirical
content relating community involvement to goal achieve-
ment varies wildly from nil through thoroughly valid and
reliable documentation. Unfortunately, there is not as
much of the latter as anyone might wish. Where good
studies disclose important facets of phenomena that are
reasonably related to an important relation, we have not
hesitated to make use of such tangential evidence. Where,
as often happens, the only "evidence" available is
anecdotal, we have considered the reliability of the
observor along with the contributions which (even) con-
jecture may make to an important topic. The procedure
strain's the limits of inference but can be justified
since the guidance which it yields may be better than
nothing at all for people who cannot afford the luxury
of inaction.
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GOAL I: EDUCATI3,4 ACriIINL411T

Student educational achievement is the reason,
for the s'chool's existence and the most widely accepted
ueasure pf school quality. When it is absent or lagging,
it is the focus of discontent. ristorically, proponents
of community involvement nave argued that educational
achievement could be increased by increasing community
involvement. The goal has usually been clearly stated,
uut the means have not.

Involvement can take many forms. Parents can
De encouraged to tutor their children, they can become
teacaer aiues and paraprofessionals in the classroom,
they can perform volunteer work, attend meetings, and/or
earticipate in the governance of the school. There are
several widely different sites for this involvement- -
the home, the classroom the school building, the district,
etc. There are also several very different roles en-
tailed. These include involvement as a parent, as a
tutor, as a school-based pedagogical worker, as a parti-
cipant in decisions about governance (at various levels)
as a voter, and so on. The very general proposition that
increasing (undifferentiated) involvement is associated
with increases in student achievement, is true but not
helpful. It says nothing about the requirements of
particular roles and how those requirements may be met.
This essay concentrates on the involvement of the
community in decisions about educational governance at
the level of the local school building.

Thus, it can be seen that involvement may impact
pupil acnievement through a parent educational stream and
troub a parent (and community) political stream. This
essay concentrates on the latter. The distinction is
,Aaue by Robert itess, arianne Bloch, Joaii Costello, Ruby

,:nowles, and Jorothy Largay, who write:

A compelling line of argument . . . contended
that early experience affects subsequent
intellectual and educational growth and
acnieveraeiit, and that children who grow up in
names disadvantaged by racial discrimination
and poverty have a deficit of the experiences
presu,,ably essential for academic achievezent
in tne public schools. . . . Therefore com-,
pensatory programs should involve parents and
assist then in providing a more adequate
educational environment for their young
cnildren. In view of our present knowledge
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about early experience in ghetto and low income
homes, this view obvi9usly is simplistic and
in some aspects false. However, it provides a
significant part of the motivation and justifi-
cation for involving parents in their call-
dren's education . . . .

Parallel to this line of argument, but not
entirely consistent with it, was an influence
that came primarily from social and political
origins. Une feature of the civil rights move-
ment was a bitter and articulate criticism of
the public schools, especially in urban areas.
Criticisms concentrated upon the lack of
relationship between the educational experiences
offered by the school and the local community's
cultural experiences and needs. The rise in
ethnic nationalism. . . combined with criticisms
of the school to create demands for community
control over educational policy and decision
making in the schools and other institutions
which serve the local community.3b

With the important distinction between parental
and decisional involvement in mind, we may turn to the
evidence relating involvement to achievement. Carol
Lopate, Erwin Flaxman, Effie A. Bynum, and Edmund M.
Gordon's 1969 statement is a good introduction to this
area. Their review of the literature indicates that

4hen parents are involved in the decision-
making process of education, their children
are likely to ao better in school. This
increased achievement may be due to the
lessening of distance between the goals of
the home anu to the changes in teachers' atti-
tudes resulting from their greater sense of
accountability when the parents of the child
are visible in the schools. It may also be
related to the increased sense of control the
chilu feels over his own destiny anu to a
greater sense of his own worth when he sees
his parents actively engaged in decision-
making in his school. Very important for tnis
achievement is the heightened community in-
tegrity and ethnic group self-esteem which can
be enhanced through parent and community
groups affecting changes in educational policy
and programs.39

Lopate, et al., cited some of the sources which
indicated an assoc.-rat37n between community involvement
and acnievement.
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Schiff (1963) reports that parent partici-
pation and cooperation in school affairs lead
to greater pupil achievement, better school
attendance and study habits, and fewer-disci-
pline problems.

brookover, et al., (1965) found that low
achieving jarTF high school students whose
parents had become involved in the school and
wade more aware of the developmental process
of their children showed heightened self-
concept and made significant academic progress.

Rankin (1967) found differences between the
ability of mothers of high achievement and
low achievement inner-city children to discuss
school matters and initiate conferences with
school officials.

Rosenthal and Jacobson (196) report that
children win) profited from positive changes
in teachers' expectations of their ability
all nad parents who had demonstrated some
iterest in their child's development and who

were aistinctly visible to tae teachers .40

At what was about the high water mark for rhe-
torical support of the direct linkage between community
involvement and achievement, ilaurice Berube wrote:

There is every reason to believe that community
control of city schools will enhance educational
quality. Equality of Educational Opportunity
discovered that the secret to learning lay
with student attitudes. Attitudes toward self,
of power to determine one's future, influence
academic achievement far more than factors of
class size, teacher qualifications or condition
of scnool plant. "Of all the variables measured
in the survey, the attitudes of student interest
in school self-concept, and sense of environ-
mental control show the greatest relation to
achievement," Coleman concluded. Furthermore,
a pupil's attitude--"the extent to which an
individual feels that he has some control over
his destiny"--was not only the most important
of tne various elements studieu but it "appears
to have a stronger relationship to achievement
tnan do all the 'school' factors together.41

Another very prominent defenaer of community
involvement, idarilyn Gittell, evaluated those aspects of
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flew York's Intermediate School 201 and Two Bridges ex-
periments in local control. In defending the beneficial
impact of community involvement, she wrote:

To a certain extent, the results of these edu-
cational experiments were reflected in the
standardized testing. The hard data on I.S. 201
and Two Bridges shows that the school district
was able to at least keep their children on
reading level and in some cases in some schools
there was marked improvement. Both I.S. 201
and Two Bridges reflected a stable standardized
test achievement at a time when the city
declined in reading achievement primarily
because of the teacher strike. Figures in-
dicate that tile two districts did not decline
at a period of general decline. Moreover,
some individual schools in I.S. 201 made con-
siderable advance. One school in the I.S. 201
complex, C.S. 133, recorded a dramatic increase
in reading ability, due to the successful im-
plementation of the Gattegno method. The
reading level of the entire school was raised
some 26%..in the short three years that
Gattegno was in effect.42

Some recent research, reported by the Educational
Policy Research Center at the Stanford Research Institute,
lends additional support to the assertion that high levels
of parent involvement in educational decision making are
associated with higher student achievement levels.

A recent survey of Aead Start by Charles Mowry
and colleagues at AIDCO, in Denver, repeated
the Coleman finding that higher levels of
parent involvement were associated with higher
levels of achievement in children. owry
measured the impact--on children, on the parents
themselves, and on the community--of parent in-
volvement in decision making and in learning
roles. With regard to effects on the children,
he and his colleagues found that children of
parents highly involved with both decision
making and learning had the greatest achieve-
ment, while children of parents involved in
either one of the roles had better achievement
scores than children of non-participating
parents. However, since there is self-
selection involved in participation, is is
very likely that the children of parents wh9
participated were already better achievers.43
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The self-selection problem is only one of sev-
eral difficulties of interpreting the evidence which
links achievement to involvement. Those difficulties
are central to the implementation of shared-control
mechanisms since they affect what is done, the evaluation
of its results, and the continuation of efforts in this
important area. The first and most important distinction
that should be made concerns the difference between a
causal relation and an association. because more middle
class parents participate in more school activities than
do lower class parents, and because middle class children
perform at higher levels on standardized tests does not
mean that the parents' participation causes the students'
achievement. Increasing the involvement r lower class
communities in education decisions will not, either by
itself or directly, make up for the tremendous range of
educational advantages which are not available to them
or their children. Claims for.a causal effect between
involvement and achievement had more political uses than
empirical foundation. Those claims were initially use-
ful to mobilize communities but they have also lest to
disappointment and premature termination of many efforts
at community involvement. Still, as we shall discuss
below, the possibility remains that involvement can and
does contribute to increased achievement. The point is
that that contribution .is more subtle and less substantial
than was originally hoped.

A related lesson concerns the limits of reform
strategies such as.lay involvement. however, the link-
ages were to have occurred; the fact is that involve-
ment was supposed to improve achievement. But changing
the decision-making patterns of schools will not by it-
self dramatically alter the school's performance. A
critic of community control, Diane Ravitch, has noted:

It still remains true in New York City as else-
where, that schools with middle-class children
--whether white or black--record higher achieve-
ment scores than schools with lower-class
children, no matter who controls the schools.
And it is equally true that the problems of
poverty--hunger, family instability, sickness,
unemployment, and despair--cannot be solved by
the schools alone. No amount of administrative
experimentation seems to be able to change
these facts.44

A RAND Corporation report which made an exten-
sive survey of the question of educational achievement
and its causes for the President's Commission on School
Finance found that:
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The current status of research in this area
can be describeu by the following propositions:

Proposition 1: research has not identified a
variant of the existing system Mat is con-
sistently related to students' educational
outcomes.

Proposition 2: Research suggests that the
larger the school system, the less likely it
is to display innovation, responsiveness, and
auaptation and the more likely it is to depend
upon exogenous shocks to the system.

Proposition 3: Research tentatively suggests
that improvement in student outcomes, cognitive
and non-cognitive, may require sweeping changes
in the organization, structure, and conduct of
educational experience.45

kith hindsight, it is possible to say that we
should have known better than to expect either very
dramatic, quick or widespread results from the sorts of
changes in community involvement which have usually been
instituted. The problems are too severe to yield to
only a management reform; serious attempts at improving
achievement in urban schools will require quantum jumps
in material resources. In addition, the new practices
of involvement have been in place too short a time for
their effects to be manifest. those effects do
emerge, they may be very slight and they will certainly
be very difficult to attribute to involvement. It may
also be that the effects of involvement will not be
adequately registered by standardized tests. And finally,
it seems certain that we will not get important changes
in achiev%_ment associated with involvement until we have
moved that involvement to a level of significance sucn
as shared contro1.46

There are several -j.mplications which need to
be drawn from this experience. The first is that commu-
nity involvement in education remains an important
strategy for the improvement of urban education: it
should not be discarded simply because it turns out to
be as complicated and subtle as other education change
strategies. The gains may be modest and slow to arrive.
Tree secona implication is that the resources devoted to
community involvement (time, energy, support, etc.) need
to be increased if significant gains are to be realized.
In order to improve tne community involvement experience
we will need to be clear about the possible ways in
which it is reiated to educational achievement. The
remainder of this section describes the ways in which



involvement is thought to affect achievement and reviews
the available evidence about each of those paths.

The community involvemeht scene is a compli-
cated one which includes (A) the individual parents and
community members who take part in educational decisions;
(B) the coumunity as a whole; (C) children; (D) the
school. Research indicates that those groups can be
combined to affect achievement in four distinct. patterns.
The titles indicate where the key change occurs for each
pattern.

Pattern 1: Parent Self-Efficacy. Parents as
citizens participate in educational decisions, become
more knowledgeable and confident, and then encourage
their children to higher levels of achievement.

Pattern 2: Institutional Response. Parents
and other citizens participate in educational decisions;
in so doings affect the school, which becomes more respon-
sive to the children who then perform better.

Pattern 3: Community Support. Parents and
other citizens participate in educational decisions, be-
come themselves more interested in the school, turn to
the community to get more support for the school, which
is then better able to help children to higher achieve-
ment levels.

Pattern 4: Student Self- Efficacy. In this
-simple pattern, the child notices the parent's involve-
ment in tne school and is stimulated by that example
to perform better.

These patterns are graphically represented
below and then explained in more detail.
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Pattern 1: Parent Self-Efficacy

This pattern is both tne raust logical means of
stimulating achievement gains through involvement and
also the most tnoroughly documented. It begins with the
parents' involvement in school decision making. That
involvement. (A) increases the parents' knowledge about
education and also the parents' self-confidence. Those
two changes then (is) encourage parents to pay more
attention to the education-related work of their own
children. And that increased attention to the child
(encouragemeat, assistance, etc.) in turn pays off in
increased achievement by the children. The pattern has
two steps, the eviaence about the effect of parental
involvement on parents themselves is considered first,
then the evidence which relates parental changes to in-
creases in attention to the child.

Professor Robert hess at StanTord University
nas made an extensive survey of the literature bearing
on parent involvement in programs of early childhood
development. Hess summarizes that research:

There are indications that many Black mothers,
and probably those of other ethnic minority
groups, feel a sense of powerlessness regard-
ing their ability to help their children
achieve in school (Xamii and Raclin, 1967;
,less, et al., 1968, Slaughter, 1970). . . .

Feelings of "futility" in the role
mothers play in the education of their chil-
dren appear to be a necessary but not suffi-
cient explanation of many slack children's
poor achievement (Slaughter, 1968) .

tress continues with this important point. "While mater-
nal membership ill community organizations and feelings
of control or power in the schools increases children's
achievement (;less, et al., 1969), it is.necessary to
examine other experiences of children that might account
for differential abilities for school acnievements (e.g.,
children's self-concept and sense of efficacy).40 cress's
reservation quite properly stresses the other points of
intervention which snould be utilized to raise achieve-
ment. however, for present purposes the important thing
is tae relation between tae sense of powerlessness and
or6anizatiohal membership or involvement. The sense of
powerlessness can be decreased through organizational
participation. [Involvement decreases powerlessness most
when it goes beyond decisional participation to partici-
pation in teaching the parent's own children. tress notes:
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Participation may have some impact on the de-
Velopment of competence and self-esteem in the
parents involved (Miller, 1968; Scheinfeld,
1969; Hadger, 1970). It can be noted that
these programs actively engage and involve
parents in teaching their own children while
emphasizing respect for their potential worth
as individualS and confidence in this potential
for continuous development."491

Participation also leads to increases in knowledge
about the schools. Gittell's evaluation of community.
school board in New York City ". . . indicated that the
knowledge; perceptions and attitudes of board members
were developed in the'new citizen boards. All the board
members showed increased knowledge as a result of their
participation and became more articulate about their

cviews." She continues: The net effect of [the] develop-
ing sense of community in at least two of the demonstra-
tion districts was to reduce the amount of alienation of
parents towards the schools and to make them more aware
of educational policy.50 The result is not surprising
since participation is an excellent teaching device, but
the absence of parent-learning opportunities is seldom
remarked. Carl Marburger has made the point that,
"Parents who are not involved, who do not know what is
taking place in the school, can certainly not reinforce
what the school is doing with their children."51

An additional piece of evidence indicating the
extent to which decisional involvement contributes to
the personal development of participants comes from the
Yin, et al., TARP/RAND study of citizen participation in
the governance of local social-welfare programs sponsored
by DHEW. That study inquired into the extent to which
leadership skills had been developed by citizens as a
result of their service on the board. The study indicated
that not only did significant numbers of people develop
those leadership skills as a result of their service,
but also that more leadership skills were developed where
the responsibility of the board was the greatest.52

The sense of political efficacy measures the
confidence which an individual feels that government
will be responsive to his or her inputs. People who feel
that their actions will be responded to are more likely
to take part in government activities than those who do
nct. In audition, the act of participating itself en-
courages people to feel more efficacious. There is a
circular relationship here between efficacy and partici-
pation and it works to decelerate involvement as well
as to accelerate it. Lester Milbrath, in his summary of
political scientist Robert Dahl's work on this relation-
ship, says "Dahl has hypothesized that participation in
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politics and feelings of efficacy feed on each other,
producing a circularity of effects . . . . Failure to
participate contributes to . . . [a] sense of political
impotence and [the] lack of sense.of efficacy increases
the probability that they will not participate."53

Milbrath's work is a useful summary of the
literature about participation in political affairs
generally. Carole Pateman has made a similarly com-
prehensive review of the literature on worker's parti-
cipation in decision making at their place of employment.54
Pateman's findings, which parallel those from the more
general political field, are particularly relevant for
the most actively engaged participants, those for whom
involvement in the school either is or approximates full-
time employment. Pateman's review concludes that:

. . . participation was cumulative in effect;
the more areas in which an individual parti-
cipated the higher his score on the political
efficacy scale was likely to be. . . . It is
the lower SES group that in the general run of
things have the least opportunities for parti-
cipation, particularly in the workplace. It
is almost part of the definition of a low
status occupation that the individual has
little scope for the exercise of initiative or
control over his job and working conditions,
plays no part in decision making in the enter-
prise and is told what to do by his organi-
zational superiors. This situation would lead
to feelings of ineffectiveness that would be
reinforced by lack of opportunities to parti-
cipate, that would lead to feelings of in-
effectiveness . . . and so on. . . . Evidence
has now been presented to support the argument
of the theory of participatory democracy that
participation in non-government authority
structures is necessary to foster and develop
the psychological qualities (the sense of
political efficacy) required for participation
at the national level.55

Thus, there is an established relation between
feelings of .personal efficacy and participation in decision
making both in general political life and also in
organizations. It would be more comforting if there
were direct empirical evidence on the proposition that
increases in participation in educational decision making
led to increased personal efficacy (and through it, to
student achievement), but the problems of conducting
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'56
research on the direction of influence are severe.
In the meantime, available evidence lends enough support
to the idea of increasing efficacy through participation
to warrant its further exploration in educational
settings.

The sense of political efficacy is an important
thing in its own right and also deserves to be cultivated
for its contribution to other values (see Goal IV,
"Democratic Principle," below). However, in the
achievement context, the sense of efficacy is important
because of its bearing on the parent's interaction with
the child. It hardly needs to be said that parenthood
is an important responsibility that most people approach
with caution. If, in addition to ordinary care, some
parents feel powerless to help their children in school,
or feel that such help would be futile, then ways to
ameliorate that situation should be explored. Parents
who build decisional skills by participating in school
policy determination should also be more inclined to work
with their own children. The knowledge gained about
education as a process, as well as specific information
about what the local school is doing with children should
enhance parents' ability to work with their own children
(evidence on this proposition is cited below). Thus, it
does not seem unrealistic to expect some spillover from
political to parental efficacy.

Parents' involvement with their own children has
a clearly beneficial impact on achievement. David Cohen
writes:

There is abundant evidence that parents who
are involved in a direct way in their
children's education tend to have children
who achieve at higher levels. Involvement
of this sort includes reading to children,
taking them to libraries, talking to them,
explaining things, and otherwise providing
lots of cognitive stimulation and support
for intellectual accomplishment. 57

Adelaide Jablonsky reports that compensatory
programs in "schools which have open doors to parents
and community members have greater success in educating
children... The children seem to be the direct beneficiaries
of the change in perception on the part of their parents."58
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Joe I. Rempson'states that,

"School-parent programs can help'.to increase
the school achievement of the disadvantaged
child. Both Schiff ... and Duncan ... dis-
covered that children of low SES parents
who participated in programs of planned
contacts made significantly greater achieve-
ment gains in reading and in new mathematics,
respectively, than comparably matched children
of no- or few contact parents."59

Richard A. Cloward and James A. Jones suggest that "efforts
to involve lower-class people in educational matters are
quite likely to be rewarded by increased interests in the
academic achievement of the children. "60

The evidence indicating that children of parents
who are actively involved in their education perform
better than do other children hardly needs emphasis. The
The point here is that successful involvement in school
decision making can provide parents with the confidence
and the knowledge to support a more active role at the
more immediate family level.

Pattern 2: Institutional Responsiveness

The secon0 pattern is one which begins with
parent participation in school decision making. As a result
of that participation, the school becomes more responsive
to its clientele, the students perceive it as a more
relevant, less threatening, more supportive institution,
and their achievement improves. This path to enhanced
achievement is essentially one of institutional
responsiveness. The research which links increased
involvement to increased responsiveness on the part of the
schools is fairly extensive and fairly well founded. Since
institutional responsiveness is, by itself, one of the
goals of community involvement, we will defer examining
evidence about how and to what extent involvement conduces
to improved achievement. (See Goal II, "Institutional
Responsiveness," p. ). The following quote from
Reconnection for Learning (The Report of the Mayor's
Advisory Panel on Decentralization of the New York City .

Schools) illustrates the mechanisms which are believed to
link involvement to responsiveness to achievement.

There is an intimate relation between the
community climate and the ability of
public education to function effectively.
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Within the environment, parents and neighbors
shape the child's attitude. If peers and
family regard the school as an alien,
unresponsive, or ineffective institution in
their midst, the child will enter school in
a mood of distrust, apprehension, or
hostility. If on the other hand, the
community regards the school as an agency in
which they have an investment, with which they
can identify, which acknowledges a
responsbility for pupil achievement---in
short as their ownchildren will enter
school with positive expectations.61

Pattern 3: Community Support

In the first two patterns, educational achievement
was effected through the actions of participants on the
schools. In this pattern the focus of the participants'.
action is not the schools but rather other citizens.
Participation in the school's affairs arms the participants
with more information about the school and its needs and
more motivation to work to improve them. Information and
motivation become resources to be employed with other
citizens, who although they do not participate directly,
are nonetheless more supportive of the schools. That
support enables the school to do a better job of educating
students.

The Coleman Report, Equality of Educational
Opportunity, included a sample of 684 urban elementary
schools. Coleman's researchers asked the principals of
those schools to indicate the proportion of parents who
ordinarily attended PTA meetings. PTAs are, as Yin) et al.,
remark "Weak organizational forms of participation"02
which are better indicators of general citizen support than
of active involvement. Coleman found that there was a
significant relationship between the amount of community
participation in the PTA and the achievement of the school's
students. Where PTA attendance was reported as being high,
children's performance was two to four months ahead of
those schools which had no PTA. Christopher Jencks
reanalyzed the Coleman data in order tD discover whether
or not race and social class might explain the relationship
between PTA attendance and achievement.

PTA attendance was ... significantly related
to achievement. Race and class explained
about 15 percent of the variance in schools'
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PTA attendance. But even after, this was taken
into account, schools whose principals
reported that almost all parents attended
PTA meetings scored between two and four
months above schools whose principals reported
not 'laving a PTA. Schools with more moderate
PTA attendance were strung out between. PTA
attendance seems to be a proxy for district-
wide parental interest in education. Variations
in PTA attendance within a given district
were not associated with variations in
achievement within that district. Differences
between districts for the overall
relationship. The relationship of PTA
attendance to student achievement did not
change much when other school characteristics
were controlled. Thus if the PTA was having
an effect on achievement, it was an indirect
effect on the attitudes- of the district staff,
or other unmeasured factors, not a direct
effect on measurable characteristics of the
district. The relationship did hold for
reading or math scores.63

The community support pattern is one in which
involvement of some people leads them to encourage others
to support the schools and that general support then
translates into a more effective school with higher
achievement. The evidence cited bears on only part of that
patterri: The existence of involvement mechanisms and the
amount of support in the community for the school are
related to higher achievement levels. Whether or not those
people who are actively involved in the schools then recruit
others to support the schools is not something about which
there is yet data. However, a long line of research in
social psychology suggests that that is exactly what is at
work (See the discussion of Goal III, Support below).

Pattern 4: Student Self-Efficacy

In some ways, this is the simplest and most
direct of the patterns. It suggests that the children observe
their parents taking part in school decision making and
are therefore encouraged to think more highly of themselves
as students. In one of its publications, the US Office
of Education made the case succinctly for this pattern.
"There is a subsidiary asset of parental involvement. As
children see their own parents more involved in school
affairs, they will be encouraged to take a more active
interest in school."64 The phnomenon is akin to the sense
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of self-efficacy discussed with respect to adults in the
first pattern. The logic underlying this pattern is
apparent: without motivation, very little is done. If .

you believe that there is no way to suceed, you are unlikely
to try. If you think that "the system" is against you,
that "you can't beat City Hall," etc., you will never
expand the energy which might have been rewarded. Thus, a
sense of self-efficacy is a3most a necessary precondition
to success.

Coleman measured three attitudes of students
toward themselves: (1) "Student's interest in school,"
(2) "self-concept specifically with regard to learning,
and success 4,school," and (3) "sense of control of the
environment.""

Coleman's analysis demonstrated that, "Of all
the variables measured in the survey, including all
measures of family background and all school variables,
these attitudes showed theAtrongest relation to achievement,
at all three grade levels "°0 /Grades 6, 9 and 127.
Coleman's data indicate how important it is that students
believe in themselves and in their ability to achieve.
It is clear that parents can affect the child's attitudes
toward school and toward their prospects of success in
the school. Parents who have themselves had successful
experiences of involvement are more likely to be supportive
of the school. In the first pattern discussed, Parent
Self-Efficacy, that supportiveness encourages parents to
take direct and purposeful action with their children.
This pattern, Student*Self-Efficacy, does not involve
purposeful communication from parent to child; rather
the parent's actions are an example which the child notices.

The key attitude, here, may be what Coleman
called "The sense of control of the environment." For
educational achievement that environment is the school
itself, its administrators, teachers, procedures, roles,
etc. Students who perceive that their parents are
successful in interacting with that environment are more
likely to believe that they, too, can successfully negotiate
it. In addition, they are also more likely to perceive
that environment as one that is supportive of them.

Mario Fantini has suggested that there is an
analogy here between community involvement in urban schools
and the control of Catholic schools. Andrew Greely and
Peter Rossi speculated that students in Catholic schools
performed well academically at least in part because of
the sense of security generated by those schools.
Similarly, Fantini says "Under community-directed schools,
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the educational environment is far less likely to be
hostile or intimidating to the minority child. He will
thus have a sense of being able to function in the school
environment and, in turn, a greater sense of internal
control - the prime prerequisite to effective learning,
according to a growing body of educational evidence as well
as psychological insight. "b7

Paul Lauter and Florence Howe express a similar
conclusion:

One often forgotten correlation of the Coleman
Report suggests that students do better when
they sense that the school is relevant and
responsive to them; that it is in some sense
theirs; that, in short, they have power in it -
even if they will, Black Power. There is a
lesson to be learned from that correlat a
lesson proved every day by the banality `and
intellectual brutality of suburban education:
Only so long as schools honestly serve the
interests of the students can they succeed.
Whether schools are responsive to boards,
administrators, teachers, or parents will not
finally enure that they are responsive to
children."

The Coleman findings linking the generalized
concept "Sense of fate control" to educational achievement
have been criticized by some. Judith Kleinfeld in an
article "'Sense of Fate Control' and Community Control of
the Schools"69 has questioned Coleman's findings on three
grounds. First, fate control as it was measured by
Coleman is not the same as the meaning of the term used in
the political debate about community control. Second,
because of measurement problems, Coleman's findings with
regard to student achievement have more to do with the
respondents' estimate of their own ability to succeed
academically than with whether the students feel that their
academic achievement is controlled by forces internal or
external to them. And, third, from Kleinfield's own
research she argues that the self-estimate of academic
ability is more closely related to academic achievement
than the estimate of internal/external control. On the
first point, Kleinfeld points out that "fate control" in
the context of community control has overtones of racial
self-determination and aspects of racial and ethnic
pride and self-esteem. Coleman's measure of fate control
did not refer to the community's self determination but
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rather to whether or not the student felt his or her
own academic achievement was controlled by others or by
self. Kleinfeld then attacks the validity of Coleman's
fate control idea by demonstrating its ambiguity and by
suggesting that the items on which it was based are
susceptive to measurement errors of various sorts.
Kleinfeld's own research (with 166 Black eleventh and
twelfth grade students in Washington, D.C. public schools)
shows that those students who believe their fates to be
externally controlled do not achieve less in school than
those who feel themselves to be in more personal control.
Second, Kleinfeld's factor analysis of the Coleman data
indicates that student attitudes toward academic
achievement and not student attitudes toward fate control
are related to their measured achievement levels. The
question then becomes whether or not increases in control
by the community (or more specifically, decisional
involvement by parents) can increase students' sense of
their own fate control and from that enhanced sense,
then also increase their estimate of their own academic
ability. Kleinfeld is pessimistic. "...It is hard to see
how redistributing power from external forces to the
black community would affect black students' estimates of
their academic ability."70. However, just two pages before,
that statement, Kleinfeld notes, "Community control of
the schools might well increase black students' self-esteem
and racial pride, and this increased sense of self-worth
may increase achievement..."" A more encouraging
conclusion than the one reached by Kleinfeld would turn
around such factors as the availability of role models,
and an identification (and cooperation) with officials
presumed to be less discriminatory and more sympathetic.

In.a more intensive look at fate control, Marcia
Guttentag administered the Coleman instrument to Black
fifth graders in rew York's Intermediate School 201 where
community involvement has been intense, prolonged, and
visible. Coleman had found that poor children and those
who attended ghetto schools had a low estimate of the
prospects for their own success. Moreover, they believed
(perhaps realistically) that people were against them .

and that good luck would play a major role in determining
their success or failure. Guttentag indicates that,

Perhaps the most striking finding in this
fifth grade group is the percentages of yes
(190) and no (79%) to the first question:
"Everytime I try to get ahead something or
somebody stops me." Typically, ghetto
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children overwhelmingly answer "yes" to this)
question. These I.S. 201 fifth graders had
answered overwhelmingly "no." Particularly
the boys feel that they are not being stopped
in their attempt to get ahead. Answers to
this attitude item are directly related to later
academic achievement. This data is markedly
different from the Coleman finding...It
seems reasonable to suppose that the new
atmosphere induced by community control of
schools was related to this dramatic
difference in attitude. It should also
be noted that this was one item which
explained much of the variance in later
achievement test scores for black children
in the Coleman report. This difference in
attitude is therefore likely to be related
to later changes in achievement.72

The earlier discussions about reforming urban
education through increased involvement have held that
that involvement would simply, rather directly, and rather
dramatically, increase achievement levels. While there
is reason to believe that pupil achievement can be affected
by parental (and other) involvement, the relationship is
more subtle and the paths linking the two are more
tortuous than was originally suspected. Evidence about
the second route, institutional responsivenec is also
fairly well developed and is discussed in detail in the
next section, The third pattern, community support, still
lacks a demonstrated link between the participation of
individual and subsequent proselytizing of the school's
cause among the individual's peers. Although the proposition
that involvement leads to support among those so involved
is very well documented (See Goal III, "Support") it has
yet to be demonstrate that the school's supporters do what
we may reasonbly exp ct them to do--i.e., recruit other
supporters.

A similar pr\-Yiaf.f1:---t.i.,..soben the student self-
efficacy pattern. It seems clear that self-efficacy is
associated with achievement, and it seems reasonyable to
believe that parental self-efficacy (generated through
decisional involvement) can generalize to the children
of the involved parentl, yet evidence documenting that latter
linkage is not yet conclusive.

Thus, the state of our research-based knowledge
concerning the individual patterns through which decisional
involvement leads to increased achievement must be described
as promising but uneven. If, for any given relationship
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it appears that the linkage has been definitively
established, then the cumulation of all four patterns
would be even more encouraging. In reality, of course,
the influence attempts from involvement to achievement
occur in precisely that cumulative and simultaneous
fashion.



GOAL II: INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIVENESS

Schools are public-institutions with complex
tasks to perform. Part of their ability to foster
educational achievement and part of their ability to gain
community support 'rests on the responsiveness of
the school to the needs and interests of the community.
However, because of the complexity of educational programs,
and because of certain unavoidable:features of reality
such as bureaucratic inertia, it is difficult for schools
to respond to community demands---expecially.when those
demands come from new groups, when the changes involved
are substantial, or when professional educators do not
agree with what is being requested-. In those cases, the
impetus for responsiveness must often be supplied from
outside the educational system. (Recall the proposition
put forward by Averch et al., "Research suggests that the
larger the school system, the less likely it is to display
innovation, responsiveness, and adaptation and the more
likely it s to depend upon exogenous shocks to the
system. ")7" One goal of community involvement is to insure
the responsiveness of their schools by supplying such shocks.

The importance of achieving the goal of
institutional responsiveness is probably inversely pro-
portional to the quality of education being provided by a
school. Where the community has reason to be satisfied,
responsiveness may be less important as a goal than where
the school is not performing well. In a study conducted
in the Boston public schools Jeffrey Raffel found that,

..a majority of those in the sample /n = 3977 see
difficulties with their ability to influence the system,
the system's response to their preferences, and the
system's ability to do the right thing without the input of
people like themselves. Whatever the cause, there is
widespread cognition that the schools are unresponsive and
thus don't do 'what is right.'` To the extent that urban
schools are failing, they need to become much more responsive
to the community they serve.

Responsiveness, of course, requires that the
community present its demands and interests. The content
of what is learned, the process through which it is taught,
the identities of the people who do the teaching, and
other similar factors are often of considerable interest
to neighborhoods. As the neighborhood presence grows in
terms of numbers, time, and scope of involvement, the
likelihood increases that demands will be presented and
their re5.olution pursued in ways that ensure greater
congruity between school and community. That process
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works in both directions. The more professionals and lay
people interact, the more opportunities professionals
have to persuade lay people of the wisdom of professionally
recommended polieY. In the first instanct, the school
changes in response to the citizens; in the second, the
citizens' own goals come to coincide with those of the
institution. Both processes are part of responsiveness
and both fall within the definition of shared control.

This relation between what the community wants
the school to do and what schools in fact do is a complicated
one that deserves careful attention. What if, for example,
the community wants something which is not in its best
interest? What if it advocates the use of inefficient or
ineffective methods? What place does institutional
responsiveness leave for leadership by professionals?
These are important questions which have no definitive
answers. They will be considered after we have: presented
the evidence about the relation between involvement and
institutional responsiveness.

The evidence which most clearly relates increases
in community involvement to increases in the responsiveness
of social welfare institutions (including schools) is
the report for the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare prepared by RAND/TARP. In that study of
citizen participation on the governance of local programs,
Yin ct al., reported that only about half of the involvement
mechanism1; which had only "advisory" or limited authority
over.theii programs suceeded in getting agency
implementation of new ideas. Yet 69% of those boards
with "guveuing" authority got their agencies to accept
new ideas. Thus, as the involvement of the community
increases, so does the responsiveness of the institution.

The most easily visible proxy for responsiveness
is innovation. (Schools are also being responsive where
communities do not want change, and schools accommodate
that desire. But there is considerable evidence on the
discontent, especially in the big cities, with school
performance, so the cases of a status quo school being
responsive to a status quo coin unity are probably much
less frequent than administrators would have people believe.)
idarilyn Gittell and T. Edward Liollander conducted a
study of the propensity to innovate in six large cities
around the United States. They argued that because of the
changing socio-economic characteristics of the school
populations of big cities, the ability of those cities'
school systems to adapt themselves to new demands was
their single most important characteristic. They found that,
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"...The most direct and clear cut cause and effect
relationship witO innovation appears to be public
participation."" Gittell and Hollander studied the
effect of (1) administrative organization, (2) citizen
participation, and (3) the allocation of financial
resources on the propensity to innovate.

Of the three functions, the most direct
and clear cut cause and effect relationship
with innovation appears to be public
participation. The only apparent difference
in any of the several conditions or functions
among the cities was in that area. The
Detroit school syStem is a more open
participatory system encouraging wider
public participation than any of the other
systems. More alternative choices are
presented for policy-making because of the
proliferation of influence wielders and
reactors and supportors. This circumstance
can explain the greater flexibility and
innovativeness of the Detroit school system.
Similarly, the process of change and reform
in Philadelphia further supports the
relevance of broader public participation
to change in the school system..77

The Gittell and Hollander study looked at
district wide responsiveness. In a 1970 study of 168
school administrators, Mann found responsiveness on the
part of individual administrators to be clearly related to
the degree of organization present in the community to ac-
commodate community involvement. In communities and
neighborhoods without any education-related interest groups,
87 per cent of the school administrators were quite willing
to substitute their own preferences for those of the
community. Where PTAs existed, 69 per cent of the
administrators were somewhat less willing to act in that
fashion; and where in addition to the PTA there were
independent interest groups working on educational problems
(e.g., community action agencies), 55 per cent of the
administrators were willing to attempt to override the
expressed preferences of the public." Thus, the number
and kind of organization present in a community affects.
the responsiveness of local school administrators.

A related finding appears in James Vanecko's
study of community action programs in one-hundred cities.
In those cities where the programs stressed the provision
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of services to clientele there was very little change
in the service-providing institutions themselves. In
those programs that emphasized community organization and
citizen mobilization, the institutions themselves changed
and became more responsive. Vanecko found that the simple
presence of a school-related community organization was
often all that was necessary to provoke change in the
schools. "Schools are less susceptible to the threat of
militant activity and the pressures of citizens. /Compared
to other kinds of social welfare organizations, Di7 ft)hey
are most likely to change simply because the neig1borhood
is organized.""

It is hardly surprising that community organization
should be associated with institutional responsiveness since
most people participate in educational matters exactly
because they would like to have some impact on what the
schools do. Given the need for change in the schools
which many urban citizens feel, and given the fact that
they bring new perceptions, new biases, new attitudes to
the school, some response of the part of the school is a
logical outcome. Gittell notes the eagerness that newly
elected community school board members brought to their
responsibilities in New York. "There is no question but
that boards and their professional staffs in the districts
sought new methods which would produce immediate results.""

But thorny questions remain. Is the school,
for example, to attempt to respond to every demand?
Clearly, it cannot do that. It is inevitable that over
time, only some parts of some groups' interests will be
met. But then who is to determine which ginups interests
get how much accom:aodate how soo:-.? Who makes those decisions?
That is exactly the purpose of the shared-control mechanism
described in the handbook. Its job, along with the
administrator's, is to make those decisions. That shared
responsibility leaves room for leadership (or persuasion,
or influence, or whatever) on the part both of the school's
professionals and the community. What if there is
disagreement? Conflict is to be expected within shared
control and it is such an important topic that the entire
third part of this essay is devoted to it. The ability to
channel conflict for constructive purposes, and to resolve
i... fairly is a measure of the skill with which the
involvement mechanism has been created.
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GOAL III: SUPPORT FOR SCHOOLING

There is a lot of rhetoric about the drastic
plight of urban schools and the culpability of adminis-
trators for that condition. Those inuictmehts help to
call attention to needed reforms, they mobilize commu-
nities, and. they sensitize administrators. They serve
usefLil puposes even. if they are overdrawn. The fact is
that.no single group bears total responsibility for what
_hasn't been done in urban education and no single
solution will. deliver the needed, changes. One unfortu-
nate Consequence of pointing with alarm at school
administrators is that positions become polarized. Soth
the school's friends and its detractors demand total
loyalty to their cause and therefore infer that their
opponents are completely wrong. taut if professional
educators are believeu to have bad intentions and the
failures at urban education are their fault, then it is
only an easy step to' believing that the schools run by
those administrators do not deserve the support of the
community, Thus, if left unchecked, the momentum built
up in an attempt to mobilize people's concern for the
schools can damage the very institution it should be
helping. Two questions arise: Is increasing support
for the schools a goal which can be shared by communities
and administrators; and, can support be increased by
increasing .community involvewent.

The availability of alternative schools (free-
dom schools, schools-without-walls, etc.) has sometimes

.,prompted people to believe that the current system may
be abandoned with impunity. That is not, however, the
case. Alternative schools accommodate the educational
needs of only a very small fraction of the urban
population. Their costs, especially when combined with
school taxes which parents continue to pay, place them
out of reach of many of the people who could profit most
hy education. In addition, the physical plant of the
urban schools--although often dilapidated--still repre-
sents an enormous sunk cost. There is little reason to
believe that it coula.be replaced very easily or that
governments would be willing to cover the salary and
expense cost'for alternative schools on a very

basis. Thus, like it or not, the public,
school system' in some configuration is the reality within
which most efforts at improvement must be made.

The key phrase here is "in some configuration."
Supporting the schools as an institution does not mean
supporting every feature or consequence of the status
quo. dor does it mean that support cannot be conditional



on important changes. :chat support for the institution
of schooling means as a goal for community involvement
is that the local school is an object worthy of assist-
ance, cooperation, and reinforcement. Both communities
and administrators share an interest in seeing schools
become stronger, more effective places for teaching and
learning.

Can support for the school as an institution
be generated through the involvement of urban communi-
ties. The question can be answered affirmatively with
an unusual degree of confidence. Part of the confidence
stems from a famous line of research which began with
'lain Lewin's studies of the social-psychological effect
of group participation on the attitudes of individuals.
Ronalu ilavelock wade an extensive survey of the literature
bearing on educational innovation including that of Lewin
and his associates. lip the course of that survey,
Havelock summarized the effects and causes which lead
those who have been involved in a group to be more sup-
portive of the group decision.

. . Group atmosphere has certain important
effects in and of itself. Anderson and
McGuire demonstrate the lowered resistance
that results from peer support. The greater
the peer support the lower the resistance,
and therefore, the greater the susceptibility
to influence from sources acceptable to the
group. That sources unacceptable to the group
lead to greater resistance under peer support
has also been demonstrated. . . Thus, parti-
cipation with others in decision-making groups
usually leads to a COliunitilient to the group's
actions. This kind of reaction can be
described as a form of indirect interpersonal
influence; i.e., those group pressures which
affect an individual's adoption or rejection
of new knowledge as a result of his exposure
to events for reasons other than those related
to the innovation or new knowledge being
disseminated.61

Havelock also discusses Edith liennett Pelz's
validation of Lewin's early studies on the efficacy of
group participation as a way of influencing individual
behavior. Havelock notes that the twO factors most
closely relateid to an individual's acceptance of a new
behavior were "(1) the perceived consensus among their_
peers and (2) the fact that they had made a decision."d2

For the individual, the act of involvement
requires the expenditure of some minimum amount of



resources. Investing personal resources--time, con-
centration, emotional involvement--nas the effect of
increasing one's commitment to the group or entity betng
participated in, regardless of the outcome of any paci-
cular decision, simply because most people are loath to
invest resources without receiving some benefits in
return. If they do make the effort to participate, 'et
nothing happens, then their effort was wasted. Because
of a reluctance to acknowledge the waste of their re-
sources, people tend to identify with the group or
institution that has elicited their participation; they
tend to value it more highly than they might otherwise
have done (after all, it was good enough to have made
use of them); and they tend to view most of its sub-
sequent outcomes in a biased fashion. There is a ten-
dency to re-interpret unfavorable decisions as favorable
or at least neutral ones rather than have to face the
unpleasant outcomes of their own involvement. In addi-
tion to these effects, once the involveme;It is under
way, other people identify the involved person with the
institution. They call on the involved person to ex-
plain or justify institutional actions, and that
identification and its concomitants increase the felt
commitment. Participation in an institution familiarizes
one with that institution. Simply by virtue of tae act
of participation, the individual has become more accessible
and also more amenable than individuals who do not
participate. Involvement in the school exposes the
community person to a group of professionals and other
community members, all of whom are much more likely to
support the institution than are people who are uninvolved:
Where poor school/community relations are a product of a
lack of knowledge and familiarity, broadening the base
of community participation in institutional decisions
may decrease hostility and increase support. By participating,
the individual has changed his or her relation to the
school. Thus, at a personal pFychological level, the
involvement of individuals may aggregate to community
support.83 Perhaps the clearest example of these effects
in urban education has been the experience of community-
based paraprofessionals, many of whom have moderated
their criticism of the schools precisely because of the
effects just discussed.

Frederick C. Mosher has summarized these effects:

Participation in decision-making within a
group or larger organization increases one's
identification and involv-.,ent with the group
and the organization; it also identifies him
affectively with the decision itself and
motivates him to change his behavior and to
make the decision successful; it contributes
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to his motivation toward the accomplishment
of organizational or group goals - i.e., it
helps fuse group and organizational goals
with individual goals; it contributes to
morale in general, and this usually
contributes to more effective performance
on the job--i.e. higher productivity; a
primary factor affecting "participativeness"
is leadership style; participative practices
contribute to the "self-actualization" 'of
the individual in the work situation and to
the lessening of the.differqntials.in- power
and status in a hierarchy.84

There is also evidence on the proposition that
involvement leads to supportiveness in the education
literature. Cloward and Jones found that participation in
school affairs - even at the level of attending PTA
meetings - resulted in a 15% increase in supportivenegs
for education among lower class respondents. (63 per cent
of those who did not attend felt that more than a high
school education was necessary to success while 78 per
cent of thosprwho did attend PTAs thought more education
a necessity.") Andrews and Noack in their paper on
"The Satisfaction of Parents with Their Community Schools"
cite, in addition to the Cloward and Jones study, the
work of Hess and Shipman, and of Rankin as confirming
that, "The participation of parents in various facets
of the school's operation was found to improve the
parent's attitude.. . .

Gittell's evaluation of the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville experience also indicated that the. amount of
support by that community for its schools increased during
the first years of the community control experiment
despite the disruption which marked much of that period.
In two surveys taken a year apart, support for building
principals jumped from 40 per cent to 75 per cent, support
for the community superintendent doubled from 29 per cent
to 58 per cent, and support for the community school board
itself increased from 31 per cent to 57 per cent. Even
the central Board of Education shared in these more
supportive attitudes, going prom 24 per cent approval to
a SO per cent rating in a year. " . . . When asked to
evaluate the schools in the district in comparison to the
way they were before the creation of the Ocean Hill-
Brownsville district, 72 per cent rated the schools better
or about the same while only 17 per cent thought that
they were worse and 10 per cent were not sure."87
Gittell's findings lend support to an earlier speculation
by Lyke: "It is likely that community control of the
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schools will very quickly change the character of
political interaction in ghetto communities. Citizens
will no longer trace all problems in the schools to a
repressive white society, hostility and tensions are likely
to diminish as reforms are made, and future debate over
education policy willobe less likely to be as ideological
as it currently is."4"

The participation hypothesis holds that as the
involvement of the community increases so does its
supportiyeness. There is sufficient evidence about the
general relationship so thLt it can be accepted with some
confidence. In a moment we will turn to the evidence
about relations between involvement and support for specific
aspects of the schools such as personnel, program and
finance. Before reviewing that evidence, however, we need
to consider an exception to the general relationship
between increased involvement and increased support.

Two studies have found that as involvement
increases, so does the tendency to be critical of the
schools. Working with a national sample of 2,000 parents,
Kent Jennings found that those parents who were PTA
members had fewer grievances against the school than did
parents who, in addition to being PTA members, also belonged
to other education-related groups.09 Interestingly
enough, PTA members, too, had grievances although fewer of
them. For all groups, once a grievance had been expressed
and pursued, there was a tendency to have another,

The second study was that of Cloward and Jones,
("Social Class: Educational Attitudes and Participation")
which has been cited before. The study was conducted in
the early 1960's with about a thousand residents of
New York's 1,ower The authors found that the more
a person was exposed to the schools, the more likely it
was that that person would define education as either the
first or second greatest problem in the community. (Middle
class respondents were more likely to lower their
appraisals of the school as a result of exposure to it than
were working or lower class people.) Cloward and Jones
interpreted this finding as follows:

These results would tend to suggest that
school administrators must be prepared to
deal with more negative attitudes toward the
school if greater efforts are made to involve
people in school activities. Such
involvement, . . . is functional for
attitudes toward the importance of education
generally; but as attitudes 'toward education
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improve the school as an institute is more
likely to 'come under attack. Skillfully
managed,hower, these negative attitudes
can become a source of pressure for
better educational facilities and programs."

That complaints increase as involvement increases
will have the clearil, of truth for Laity school. -erinci-eals.
However an important distinction needs to be made in both
cases. Neither Jennings' "grievances" nor Cloward and
Jones' "negative appraisals or "problem" finding are
necessarily related to support. An individual may believe
that cancer is an enormous problem, and may be very
critical about research to discover its cure, yet still
support the program. That an individual thinks of the
local school as the most significant problem in the community
can simply mean that that person thinks effort at
educational improvement should have the highest priority.
The task, as Cloward and Jones rightly point oat, is to
use the criticism which occurs for constructive
purposes.

One way in which the prospects for constructive
criticism can be increased is through the institution of
a mechanism for shared control. Donald Haider points out
that, "representational devices tend to be important to
a citizen's sense of efficacy and overall support for
a political system. It is at the heala of the democratic
process and should not be minimized." Similarly, two
political scientists, Norman Lutbeg and Richard Griffin
set out to see whether or not a lack of accurate
representation by education officials (including building
principals) of citizen preferences would affect the amount
of support those citizens had for the system. They
hypothesized that, "the low salience of politics for
the average man means that the lack of representation in
no way aglects the level of public support lor the political
system "; but instead they found that as misrepresentation
increased, support decreased. Although the amount of
the association was :light (about 10 per cent of the
variance in public support was explained by misrepresentation)
it was still significant.

To this point, we have discussed the evidence
which indicates that general support for the schools
may be built through increasing community involvement.
The same means can be used to generate support for specific
areas of education. In a typical finding, Bullock
reported a positive assoclation between artellaance at PTA
meetings and approval of the schools' programs. The
evidence suggests that non-approvers of the educational
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program tend also to be non-attenders at PTA.93 The
US Office of Education has also counseled administrators:
"Parental involvement offers the school administrator
a number of ways for improving public confidence. First,
it gives parents an cpportunity to see firsthand the
real problems. school officials face. The more knowledgeable
they are about the problems and needs of the schools,
the more likely they are to support funding to meet
those needs." And, continuing on the relationship
between involvement, understanding and support for
programs, the US Civil Rights Commission in an extensive
national survey dealing with school desegregation
found " . . . a close relation between understanding the
facts and more favorable response toward desegregation.
The more people know, the less willing they are to
restrict the Constitutional rights of black children."95

Similar relations obtain in the area of personnel.
In the year after the community control experiment was
instituted in the Ocean Hill-Brownsville district of
New York City, Gittell found that support for the teachers
more than doubled from 38 per cent responding positively
to 77 per cent.96 She continues:

As compared to results in other surveys of
ghetto neighborhoods, however, we did conclude
that more parents were in the schools more
frequently and felt more positively towards
the locally selected professional staff and
the local board. Informal visits to the
schools were greater and knowledge of what
was going on appeared to be more widespread.
Certainly, parents felt school personnel
were more responsive to them. Participant
observations and interviews with staff
suggested greater parent attendance and
interest at meetings and more usRiof the
schools as community facilities.

The area of financial support for the schools is
crucial now and still growing in importance. The school-
community communications study conducted by Richard
Carter and others at Stanford University,

. . . begin with the hypothesis (and implicit
hope) that public understanding leads to support
for public education. We found some
evidence for this hypothesis. But we found
it for the degree of understanding among
informed observors in school districts, not
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among the citizens as a whole. From what
we have seen of citizen participation, there
is little to suggest that we would find
support related to 44derstanding among
citizens generally."

Carter's findings indicate that understanding is indeed
related to support but understanding itself is also
related to and increased by participation in school
affairs. Thus, to retrace the chain discussed earlier,
involvement leads to increased knowledge which in
turn conduces to support, in this case willingness to
financially support the schools. The same relation is
traced in the opposite direction by George Gallup based
on his 1969 national survey of public attitudes towards
the schools:

"1. While the' American people seem reasonably
well informed about school activities,
they are ill-informed about education
itself.

2. Since they have little or no basis for
judging the quality of education in their
local schools, pressures are obviously
absent for improving the quality.

`Thus, in the absence of more sophistication
and information, they can hardly be
expected to ju stronger supporters of
more money.""

The so-called "turnout" hypothesis in school
finance ei,...ction points in the same direction. School
bond issues pass more easily when voting is light than
when it is heavy. In Voters and Their Schools, Richard
Carter and John Sutthoff report that far more than a
thousand school districts over more than a decade, bond
election experience indicated that, "when the percentage
of voters is less than 30 percent, many more elections
succeed than fail; when a moderate turnout of 30 to 60
per cent of the voters occurs, more elections fail than
succeed., and when the turnout is over 60 peT,,sent, the
chances of success and failure are equal."' Although
the relationship is roughly curvilinear, most school
people have concentrated on the diminished chances of
success in the portion of voter turnout from 30 to 60
per cent. The relationship exists because of the differences
in attitudes which characterize successive strata of the
electorate. In general, the stratum of frequent voters
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contains a higher proportion of people favorable to
government action (requests for additional money, in this
case) than does the stratum of infrequent voters. Thus,
as voter turnout increases, it comes initially from a
stratum of voters,which has a higher proportion of "Anti"
attitudes. Evidence is not unanimous on this relation, 01
but the 'conclusion ordinarily drawn from it is that success
can be enhanced if voting can be depressed.

There are two difficulties with this. conclusion.
In the first place, it is morally objectionable' for
publicleducators to rely on restricting the public's
franchise for schools' success. The second objection
is a practical one. It'is diffittlt to control voter
turnout. When issues are important and opinions.are
strongly held,,turnout may be heavy. Since in exactly the
most important issues that is the case, it seems much more
preferable for educators-to work.on the attitudes that
Characterize all strata of the electorate prior to the
need for mobilTing support. A'reservoir of informed
voters is a much mare reliable resource in times of, crisis
than people who are intermittently called upon for only
marginal participation. After one of the few longitudinal
research efforts examining school/community interaction,
Robert Agger and Marshall Goldstein concluded that there
was an ominous gap between professional educators and the
less mobiliLed stratum of citizens. :hey found an,

. . , increasing tendency for the alienated
to onize and be organized by what the
domin-7.at overstructure might term "demagogues."
The i::creasingly effective leaders of the
oppition are demagogues .but' not the
piative sense. They are men and women who
-y:sent the less articulate but substantial
1).!,:s of people whose potentially sympathetic
-37t has increasingly been wasted by an

which partly does not comprehend the
e-0.st.ence of an alien cultural perspective,
par qty does not care, partly doeS not know
i:cw to cope with it, and partly fears both

,peTsonal and professional self-searching and
kinds of professionally prohibited

pciiticallvfolvement which night then have
to follow.'Y'

What Agger and Goldstein are talking about is
the manipulative use of involvement, the practice of
asking for community inputs only at the point of crisis,
in only one direction (support), and then only for
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something that has already been unilaterally determined.
Russell Isbister and G. Robert Koopman make the case
against this manipulative public relations model nicely:

When citizen participation is looked on as a
way to get out of a community conflict or to
put over a bond issue, the very process is
degraded. Emphasis should be placed on the
essential nature of democracy -- on the basic
right of the interested citizen. Education,
being a matter of great public concern,
should be planned by all members of the
community. Without participation in educational
planning, only the most common and,Kvaditional
of.needs may be perceived and met."'
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GOAL IV: DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLE

One of the root norms of a democratic society
is that those people whose lives are affected by a public
institution should, in some fashion, participate in the
control of that institution. Schools affect important
aspects of the social and material well-being that their
students will enjoy. Schools are directly relevant to the
ambitions which parents have for their children, and
they are major public agencies in terms of taxes spent
and social missions performed. At the neighborhood level
these effects suggest that there should be neighborhood
participation in school decision making. In fact, this
basic democratic principle is so strOng that even if
involvement could not be expected to affect educational
achievement, institutional responsiveness, and support
for schooling, it would still be justified on this
principle alone. .Aelvin Mogulog, whose wide practical
and academic experience with citizen participation in
social welfare /Makes him an exceptionally well-qualified
observer, has pointed to thedemocratic principle as an
intrinsic and sufficient justification for community
involvement:

It is not that citizen participation helps
us get any place faster; although it may
in fact do all the good things that have been
claimed for it (e.g., decrease alienation,
create a program constituency, calm would-be
rioters, etc.). Rather we bse the case for
a broadly conceived Federal citizen
participation policy on the argument that
participation represents an unfulfilled
goal in and of itself. It fits us well as
a society. It is what the American
experiment is all about. And perhaps in the
process of giving aggrieved poups influence
over their resources and communal decision
because it is right we will 9crease the
life chances for all of us.1"

The problem is that decision about many parts
of the schooling enterprise are facilitated by expert
knowledge. That knowledge is not very widely spread
through the population. Those who possess it have
inevitably used it to control the course and outcomes of
education which they believe in. Whereas in urban
education, major parts of the community aisagree with
the values and actions of the experts, it is necessary
for the community to assert, on its own otadif, its
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own interests. The problem of lay involvelfient in'areas
that are at least in part technical is a persistent one.
Almost fifty years ago, John Dewey wrote:

No government by experts in which the masses
do not have the chance to inform the experts
as to their needs, can be anything but an
oligarchy managed in the interest of 0.e
few. And the enlightenment must proceed in
ways which, force the administrative specialists
to take account of the needs. The world has
suffered more from leaders and authorities
than from the masses. The essential need, in
other words, is the improvement of the
methods and conditions of debate, discussion
and perligsion. That is the problem of the
public."'

A mechanism for shared control is defined as
something which provides to all relevant points of view
in the community a regular opportunity to be heard and to
have an effect on the determination of school policy
matters. At that level of authenticity, it is obvious
that shared control is consistent with the democratic
principle of involvement in school decision snaking.
When schools and communities institute such mechanisms, they
are ipso facto realizing the democratic principle.
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II. Wi1E4 TO L;,1Avd: CJiTROL XL) 1iiiAT TO EXPECT?

Urban schools are famous for the demands they
place on their administrators. The pressures are.intense,
the resources are scarce, the tasks are hard and important.
The demanding nature of the job is true in general and
also for particular areas such as community relations.
In the previous part we have discussed the gains which
may be expected from community involvement. Increased
goal achievement is the "why" of community involvement;
control should therefore be shared when increased goal
achievement is sought. Shared control occurs within
an environment which determines a great deal about the
implementation of the mechanism. The expectations
and belies3-154-administrators also -,ffect control
sharing. One central preoccupation of administrators.
has to do with conflict. This section discusses:
(a) the ubiquity of conflict in the urban environment;
(b) the problem of apathy; (c) administrative responses
to conflict; (d) the impact of conflict on the schools;
and (e) the prospects that shared control can improve
the conflict situation.

Is conflict a good thing or a bad thing? That
depends on the answers to several questions: Conflict
between whom? About what? is it pursued? What are
the outcomes? When teachers and boards i gree and
teachers strike or take "job actions" tha y or may not
be acceptable. When administrators seek w kinds of
pension rights and struggle with cliff: ;. roups and factions
in the state legislature, the struggle may. or may not be
justified. When national coz3litions fight for full
funaing of Federal legislation that too may be alJ. -r1Lht
In each case, one's attitude toward the acceptability of
tne disagreements pursued to the level of 'onflict will
depend on how you feel about the issue at ,-take (is it
important to you? Do you agree with what is being
demanded?); the methods being used (are theyffair and
appropriate to the grievance at stake); and the different
protagonists (this judgment is sially closely linked
with the one about the merits of the issue itself.)

All of those considerations are somewhat abstract.
Mos-. people resist saying how they might apply any of them
until they have more particulars about specific issues.

lib But, there are areas where overall judgments guide reaction.
One such area is that of community relations where the
first reaction of most administrators to the prospects for
conflict is a negative one . . . "It's bad . . .",
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"The children can only suffer . . .," etc. However;
that is not necessarily true. In what follows, we
will be applying the standards mentioned above to
the question of community school conflict.

A good deal of the discontent which is focused
,sugLAIrban schools falls there simply because every
neighlJorhood has a public school and practically everyone
has had enough experience with education to feel competent
to express opinions about it. George La Moue and Bruce
Smith point out

Unlike 'nstitutions in other policy areas,
most citizens have had some sustained
involvement with schools. Although that
may not give them any insights into the
technical problems of either budget or
pedaugyi it does provide an important
reservoir of intuitive evaluations and
value judgments that ought to be
represented in the policy process. Further,
if a school system is serious, motivation
often exists among parents to learn enough
to participate competently in policy
discussions. Wlsat is involved after all
is the policy that will develop the civic
attitudes and vocational options of
children. Society at large has an important
j.nterest in these questions, but there is
particular stake for parents. There is

nothing analogous in other policy areas to
the special emotional ties and responsibility
of parents and their children.'

In addition to this proximity, it is often the case
that the local school is one of the neighborhood's most
material resources. This built-in potential for
controversy is remarked by Fantini et al.,

The movement for real community voice in the
public school unavoidably contains potential
for conflict, not only in ideological terms
but also in more earthy curreLcy. The public
schools are a major enterprise, possessing all
elements that surround vast corporate
undertakings a physical plant, millions of
jobs, contractors who depend on the schools
for commissions, textbook publishers, and
various forms of organizations concerned with
tneir own perquisites and positions. In the
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simplest sense, the public schools are an
enterprise with a nearly $30 billion annual
budget ana more than 2 million teaching and
other jobs, both constan expandillg; the
money and jobs--both e atisSue.4

The local school is a visible institution with
which practically everyone has had some experience; it
affects central values having to do with cultural and
political identity and economic mobility; there is
great uncertainty about how education can be improved
yet everyone is positive that it needs to\be. Given all
of that it is little wonder that conflict and the
potential for conflict is always near surface.
lihat the Brandeis University study said of citizen,
participation in 2U big cities in general is particularly
true for education: "Disagreements, controversy, and
conflict over the implementation of target area participation
can be expected regardless of the nature of the program
or the nature of .the community setting."3 But the point
here is not that every urban. school is surrounded by a
constantly critical community. Some are, but more are
not. In fact parent apathy and quiescence are major
problems (which are discussed below). But where
conflict 'is not now apparent, the conditions for conflict
are still present. Although controversy may be latent,
its possible eruption is a source of considerable
apprehension for school people. Almost by definition,
conflict between the school anu the community threatens
control of the institution. It has'cerzainly ended or
compromised a number of careers. For administrators win)
take seriously their responsibility for what happens to
the school, the emergence of dissension is often
regarded as a personal failing. Beyond that, it is unlikely
that tie principal will have had much professional training
for conflict resolution, especially when it takes place
outside the staff.

On the 0Ae hand, there is the prospect for
serious, damaging, and uncontrolieu conflict. Oh the
other hand is a situation in which the neighborhood is
relatively uninvolved, quiet, and perhaps even apathetic.
It is little wonder that many principals prefer
apathy to involvement. At least apathy leaves the
direction of the school unchanged and in the hands of
professionals. In addition, urban parents have a
reputation for being notoriously difficult to involve
in school akfairs. In a 1967 article, Joe L. Rempson
summarized the reasons offered for the gulf between urban
schools and parents.
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It is held that p:::nts do not care, that
they resent the school, that they think that
the teacher, whom they perceive as belonging
to a higher social class, looks down on
them; that they do know how to help their
children; that they do not think they can
influence their children's school life; that
they have had unpleasant experiences With
the school; that they have no concern for
long-range problems and therefore do not see
the need to go to school unless their
children are in trouble; and that they are
pessimistic and uncertain about the future.

On the othi_r hand, the schools are held
responsible for the gulf because teachers
fear parents; because teachers live outside
the school neighborhood; because school
authorities are not interested in the welfare
of the pu;i1, some even being antagonistic
toward parents and children; .because teachers
use educational jargon; because the reading
level required by communications from the
school is too high; because the school does
not kncm what should be done; because the
formalized activities of the school
discourage parents; because the school has
not deyeloped sound Machinery to provide for
improved relations and because inadequate
staffing precludes having the time for
parental contacts.4

Rempson points out that most of the characteristics
,:hich make urban parents difficult to involve in the
school are class-linked, that is, it is harder to
mobilize lower class people for civic action. Heriott
and St. John, "found that pitrents whose children attended
working class sci,.00ls were Tess likely to attend school
events, less likely to come to school to discuss their
children's problems on their own initiative, and less
likely to be interested in school affairs. For example,
87 per cent of the parents whose children attended schools
serving pupils with high social-economic backgrounds were
reported by principals to have attended school ht least
once during the school year; principals reported that only
49 per cent of working class school parents visited school
as often."5

The fact _cwur prc:ts ,,LLfficull: to
involve in school affairs doeS not mean that it is
impossible to involve them. any of the features of the
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accoPanying handbook have been designed specifiCally
for use with lower class coruaunities.

There is a great deal of difference between
writing about something,and actually doing it. Telling
other people that they need to risk, recognize, and cope
with conflict between their schoolS and communities is
a perfect example of the gap. Nonetheless, conflict and
the potential for conflict are part of the urban reality.
A mechanism of shared control can help overcome apathy
and manage conflict, but before administrators can be
convinced of that they way need to have the dysfunctional
nature of apathy demonstrated.

Given the alternative, a quiet commwdty may
seem to be an asset, but if it is, it is a questionable
one. i.ann found that almost one third of the administrators
described their communities as being apathetic or passive
about education but"- thep interpreted that apathy as
support for the school. v That is a dubious leap since
there is often quite a gap between the administrators'
estimate and the public's reality. Luttbeg and Griffin
compared evaluations of the job that. principals and the
public thought schools. and teachers were doing. Among
principals,. 90% felt that the teachers were doing either
a "good" or a 'very good" job and 98% felt the same
way about the local schools. But the percentage. of the
public holding the,same,high evaluation of the school
was only 49% forboth pbjects.7 Thus, lay people are
not nearly as favorably disposed to the schools as are
.administrators. Principals who chose to believe that
people are quiet because they are satisfied may be
misleading themselves.

Athainistrators may also be mistaken about the
question of conflict. As long as they stay apathetic,
these communities undoubtedly allow their professionals
considerable, autonomy. But wheh they do become involved
in controversy, that conflict is .much more likely to be
destructive. The Carteret al, study of school
community communications round that "Achieving support
through quiecerce is largely fortuitous at least it
is for now. There is no control on the emergence of
conflict, only attempted'control of it when it becomes
threatening."0 The suggOtion is that administrators in
such communities may be livinP, on borrowed time.
Robert Crain, Eliku Katz, anu Donald Rosenthal made a
nationwide study that determined, among other things,

. the conditions under which ordinary conflict became
destructive or rancorous.. The apathy of the community
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was one of those factors that contributed to such
uncontrollable conflict.'

Communities which are truly apathetic are
unlikely to become interested in any school affairs until
the needs, problems, controversies, or whatever have
become too acute for any but major changes. But, because
they have little or no civic experience, such communities
are not very likely to help with those changes. Since it
takes a major event. to arouse interest, an apathetic
colmaunity is much more likely to be severely critical,
demanding, and dogmatic at precisely the point
when those qualities are least useful. Leigh Stelzer
says that, "A body of literature on school as well as
generalized conflict suggests that the anomic outbursts
that plague school politics are the results of closed.
decision procedures.1Coleman,,1957; Iannaccone, l967)."'

As long as apathy obtains, the school lacks
the signals it needs in order to serve the community. When
no interests are expressed, there is no guidance and the
school can get seriously uncoordinated with its ."' .

clientele. In discussing the subject of one of his case
studies, Suiuierfield says, "Ironically, lIr. Lowe. tries
to keep conflict ddwn - and he succeeds when in the
case of Lawrence conflict is perhaps an essential missing
ingredient needed to, raise the. quality of education.11
The points that Laurence Iannatcone and Frank Lutz make
with respect to the relations between superintendents
and boards can be applied to 'principals and communities
as well:

There are few if any effective political
mechanisms forloval- dissent in the typical
American lotal school district . . .

Afithout the development of viable political
mechanisms for provoking district-wise
discussion and debate and without provisions
for legitimate public dissent with
confrontation between opposins Arews on
educational matters, the school administrator
is usually reduced to manipulating his board
by posing as more of an expert than any one
man or single group of professionals can
ever be. Thus the board is faced with the
extreme alternatives of accepting staff
recommendations in total or rejecting its
professional staff."12

Robert Alfora mal-es a related point when he says,
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The more buraucratization, the more need for special
issue-publics to form to focus pressure upon particular
sets of officials and the elites""

Aoreover, neighborhoods that are temporarily
quiet may also be very unstable. They may tip easily
into rather disruptive conflict that other more stormy
neighborhoods, with different patterns and mechanisms
might nandle more effectively. The choice.facing the
principal in an apathetic community is rather like that
facing a boiler room engineer. The engineer may prefer
the steady hiss of an escape valvo roar
of an explosion. Apathy may not be entirely eliminated by
a successful mechanism of.eommunity involvement, but it,
and its. affects' should certainly be ameliorated.

Still, not many administrators are willing to
risk conflict for the benefits it may,entail. Education
is a discipline that draws heavily on the knowledge base
of several sciences; the practice of education is a
profession requiring extensive preparation._ The wore
seriously an educator takes the scientific and professional
aspects of educatiOn, the less likely it is that the
participation from an inevitably less informed public
will be seen as legitimate. In Education and Public
Understanding Gordon iicCloskey writes about what is a
common approach among professionals: " . . . Any
consideration of school-community relationships qdite
rightly involves consideration of a basic question
frequently phrased as follows: "Is school policy to be
based on scientific definitions of the educational needs
of children and youth, or on t.-e whims of public opinion?
Are educators going to sacrifice educational principles to
the pressures exerted by uninfor ned groups?"14 Put that
way, the answer is obviously NO, educators should not
sacrifice principles to whius. But who is to say what is
a whim and what is a principle? Are whims. the exclusive
province of the publiC and principles the ),,h,10 piopurty
of professionals?- It is obviously pos5ible to abuse the
cloak of expertise as riarold Howe pointed out. "Educators
sometimes tend to regardthemselves as anoied by a
holy oil that confers a unique wisdom upon them, and they
literally regard laymen as their flock: sheep to be herded
toward a destination they have picked out.'" In New
York City, the Bundy Commission reported to the Hayor that
"Often the right of the layman to an account for
professional performance while given lip service, is in
effect nullified by challenges to his competence to
inquire into what are considered basically'professional
affairs. But education is public business as well as
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professional business. Public education in the United
6States was never intended to be a professional monopoly."

Expertise and professional standing are used to
exclude a public that is defined as uninformed. Those
attitudes coincide with a belief in the virtues of non-
partisan, neutral, and technically objective government.
Louis idasotti summarizes his research on school
administrators and conflict as follows:

Nonpartisanship and conflict avoidance are the
common themes; technical authority (represented
by profesS'.onal administrators) is a common
mechanism. . . Controversy over public policy
and partisan competition for public office
are seen as a threat. to the "good life" and
are resented as a disruption. . . One of the
major functions of the professional
administrator in these communities is to
contain or suppress social conflict; h4s job
may depend on his ability to do this.1'

These tactics worked for quite -a while: Until
recently the public as a whole has been content to leave
education in almost solely professional hands. But it
is always necessary to return to the public for financial
support, for sanctions, for help with controversy. In
those times, educators have paid a high price for their
non-partisan and non-public politics. When public
business is conducted wtih only intermittent involvement,
the emphasis can seldom be on issues (which have been
defined as "technical" and hot appropriate for the
public) and instead tends to focus on personalities.
That leaves the school administrator, who has sought
to avoid conflict, instead personally spotlighted by it.
Crain, in The Politics of Community Control notes,.

. . . avoiding controversial matters does'not, of course,
make them go away; indeed, the political executive's
neutrality should lead, in the long run, to greater
controversy, since he is not using his influence to preVent
issues from being brought up. Thus 'persona.Lity'
politics, weak political leaders, and high ]ey;:ls of
controversy all seem to be products of nonpartisanship. ."1S

David ilinar suggested that,the isolation of education
from other.municipal functions also meant that'conflict
and opposition_could be easily mobilized against such
a lonely taierflet rather than dispersed among numerous J

others. "'he consequence of this situatior_ is not only
that demands are focused on -specifics, as we suggested
above, also that the authority system usually is not
accustomed to being opposed and therefore lacks resilience.
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Conflict Is likely to be disorganizing shock. Whereas,

in most democratic governments, structured conflict is

recognized as the way the game is played, in school
government it often seems to be regarded as a rude and

foreign intrusion."19

Where does that leave us? Harmon Ziegler, a

political scientist whose research interests for the

last several years have been in the area of school

system responsiveness writes:

School systems are not equipped to deal with
conflict, and therefore, respond to escalated

demands defensively. Defensive reactions
anger those who made the original demands,

and thus conflict -- normal in any well
functioning system -- becomes a.cause celebre.

The constant brouhaha about schools should
not mask the relatively routine nature of

most educational decisions: City councils

and legislatures deal with equally intense,
conflicts in the normal course of doing

business. In contrast, school systems do

..not contain personnel emotionally or. .

intellectually 'capable-of handling conflict
(remember the 'watchword ogi,educational
administration is unity).

And Luvern Cunningham, the Dean c Ohio State's

School of Education has reached a similar.conciuSion:

Inability to deal with discontent has caused
school people to withdraw, to iF,oiate

themselves front their ccnstituencies (even
their students), and to communicate an

intensely defensive postUre. The tragic

part of this phenomenon is that no one really

wills th-t it be this way. Such

institutional withdrawal and protectionist
behav;.or is simply the natural response of

an organism that has filed to an

adequate coping capacjty . . .

Some of the apprehension which,administrators

feel has to do with a preference, for the simplest and

most direct control arrangments. But, other
apprehensions stern from a concern over the effect which

conflict may have on support for the school. In the

preced4hc chapter, we discussed the evidence which

indicates that, in general, community involvement is

positively related to support for the school.' But



conflict is a special case of involvement; what happens
to support for the schools when involvement turns into
conflict?

Before turning to that question, it should be
stressed that there is no necessary relation between
involvement and conflict. More involvement does
not increase the pros;ect for conflict except under
the circumstances in which involvement is not accompanied
by institutional responsiveness. Stelzer's research on
school board's as mediating agencies between the public
and the superintendent is relevant here. Stelzer's
data indicates that boards which are more receptive to
the public, do not originate opposition to the
superintendent's policies any more often tha), those that
are less receptive. Thus, olnndssito the-public does

. not imply conflict with the administration. On the
other hand when conflict already exists in the community,
then the more recepOve board is more likely to oppose
the .superintendent.

It should be obvious that some kinds of conflict
do decrease support, for the schools. In looking at
relatj-eenships between school boards and urban communities,
KeneJennings and Harmon. Ziegler found that "Both
s4port and consensus vary inversely with metropolitanism
(r

[=
-.57 and -.45 respectively). The social complexity

indicator of greater power in accounting for responsiveness.9'23
Thus, the more urban the area, the less likely it is that
there will be either much.agreement about or much 21,

support for the schools. The Carter study of schoo/
community relations found that The nature of the
pattern of nonsupport can be seen in the regularity with
which . . . multiple relationships .contain the same
elements: conflict and lack of acquiescence. Andl in
all but one, they contain lack of understanding."-/4

Carter's findings are interesting at least in
part because they emphasize the extent to which a lack
of understanding is related to conflict and through it,
to lack of support. The lack of understanding does not,
however, extend to judgments about what school policies
bene.it which groups. In that case, the evidence
indicates that lower class people are _good judges of
their own self interest. Agger and Goldstein found that
"lower cultural-class groupings are not antieducation.
Rather, the degree of approval which they exhibit is
greater for programs perceived to be of benefit to them
than for programs for the few others, the so-called
academically able the presumably underpaid teacher
or administrator." In fact, whether or not the
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school is serving the interests of its clientele may
be a key ingredient in determining the extent to
which conflict emerges. Gittell looked at whether or
not service on a community school board had made its
members more or less militant.

When asked if they became more radical or
conservative as a result of membership on
the governing board, most of the board
members chose either to ignore answering the
question or to say that they were about the
same. Our participant observers have noted,
however, that in the sense that they advocated
greater social change the governing board
members became more militant. Whereas
suburban school boards tend to become more
moderate as a result of their experience,
the impact of governing board service in the
three demonstration projects resulted in
growing militancy. The extent of this

did, however, differ in the
districts.26

Thus, the action of the administrator and of
the school are key to determining how much school-related
conflict there will be. The RAND/TARP study of DHETJ
programs by Yin et al., found, for example that "Weaker
boards, mostly in the form of advisory committees can
have negative effects on alienation reduction in those
cases wehre raised expectations among citizens are not
satisfied by changes in service delivery."27 Gamson's
study of rancorous conflict makes a similar point:

. . . Participation does not automatically remove
strain. . . As long as the underlying sources of
stress are not dealt with, such participation simply
increases structural conduciveness and thus makes
other expressions more likely. Of course, if the action
also helps to remove the strain, for example by
aiding the passage of remedial legislation, then the
net effect may be to reducq,the possibility of other
less orderly expressions."' Gamson's study is an
important one because it emphasizes that institutions can
foster involvement and avoid the worst kinds of
conflict as long as those institutions meet the nee:ls jT
their clientele.

On the other hand, there is considerable
evidence about the extent to which some conflict is
functional. Functional conflict is that in which
interests clash, are pursued aggresively alid even
abrasively, but the essential mission and performance of
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the school is not hindered, and may even be brought
closer to the interests in dispute. (The objective
assessment of whether or not any given controversy harms
the school is, itself, likely to be a matter of some
disagreement.) It is hard to see how conflict can be
avoided. Urban schools deal with parents whose interests
differ according to their aspirations for their children
(college-bound, vocational etc). The ages of their
children (early childhood, grade levels etc), their
beliefs about politics, race, religion, the role of the
school and so on. For some purposes parents and school
people are at odds whether or not taxes should be
increased and if so, who is to get the increase. Other
community -srups frequently ttempt to use schools for
their own purposes. Abraham Berstein is partly right
when he says: "Lay determination of public school policies
occurs only because educational procedures are indefinite
and imbedded in private, armchair philosophy. Were
they grounded in research, lay interference would
disappear. .Because the educational research that does
exist is law-level and full of contradictory findings,
any number, even if 44informed, can play in setting
educational policy." In areas where research
findings are "high level," controversy is not impossible
(important aspects of policy, about medicine; and space
exploration for example) but insofar as uw:.ertainty
reinforces conflict borne of differing interests,
Berstein is right.

A school principal is widely regarded'as an
,--apert and as an educational leader. To justify that
reputation, and also to keep the school functioning,
administrators must inspire confidence, theymust seem
strong, literally "decisive" people. Faced with
problems requiring a choice, the principal must move
with apparent certainty. But as experienced administrators
know, that facade is often a cloak for profound
uncertainty. For the most significant questions of
education (what causes effective learning, for example)
there is very little definitive knowledge. In fact the
knowledge base on which education is premised is
scandalously deficient (a situation for which
academics bear a greater responsibility than do
practitioners). Because it is so deficient, while
successful practice seems to demand certainty,
many principals seek to maintain the myth of their own
sufficient competence by the simple expedient of
excluding practically everyone from decisions.

In The Real World of Public Schools Harry
Broudy writes
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Schools not only lack the autonomy for
'making the decisions that determine the
success or failure of the enterprise, but
more important, there is no professional
cadre to provide criteria for judging the
educational process. Public school personnel
simply do not acknowledge any coherent body
of knowledge on the basis of which they
might legitimately and convincingly claim
the authority of the expert.' For one thing,
no coherent body of such knowledge exists;
what knowledge there is fills to command
sufficient acceptance to render tne notion
of professional expertise plausible.
There is no professional teacher or
teacher of teachers feels obliged to learn
or to consider. Aembers of coteries cite
each others' works, but not the works
of other coteries. Research is rarely
replicated.3u

Educators may find a little comfort in the fact
that they are not the only ones in this uncertain fix.
In a general discussion of citizen participation and
its impact on public administrators, Robert Aleshire
has remarked how uncomfortable it is to have to share
our (relative) ignorance.

. . Participation puts the spotlight on
the fact that as a nation we really don't know
very much about social problems or their
solutidn. We are still very much in an
experimental stage. We don't like to make
our /un*] certainty a Matterof pub14: record,
burned into tne minds of men througuil endless
hours of debate. and conflict. The quiet
frustration of 'an administrator or an
elected official making a decision masks
the uncertainty more than the open process
of participation. The official is allowed
the margin of failure or error, but poor, what
do they know? How could they decide?"31

Janet Reiner, Everett Reiner and Thomas A. Reiner.extend
that point. "Given diverse aims, unequal resources,
and the consequently different demands on public
and other institutional resources, we believe conflicts
can best be resolved and allocation decisions most
rationally made by bringing tacit disagreements into
the open, making them explic and thus subject to
public scrutiny and debate."-)'
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Several authors poini, out the beneficial
results of some conflict. In his study of neighborhood
school politics, Summerfield tcund that "close contact
with community and neighborhood groups provides the
principal with a power base which he uses to expand and
protect school interests.3-5 Gittell says, Some
conflicts may well be healthy and in themselves, may
activate new elements in the community. If the goal is
greater participation and citizen interest, conflict
may be a necessary component. Such clashes should not
be viewed as necessarily negative in their impact.
They must be evaluated in terms of the goals set or the
model of political relations considered most productive
to developing responsive policies."34

Gittell also notes the effect which Preston
Wilcox believeS conflict had on eliminating apathy in
parts of the New York City Puerto Rican' community.
"The Puerto aicans in District 4 no longer are submissive
to the degree they once were -- the community corporation
played an important role in waking them from their
apathy. Colglict perhaps contributed to this mightly;
as Clinard has said, .'The excitement and activity it
generates tend to maintain the enthusiasm and support of
the slum dweller.' The success of the community
corporation in District 4, therefore, perhaps 'i.M4S

much to the high level of conflict that has chterized
local school politics."35 David Austin's report\ the
results cf the Brandeis study documented that conflict
stabilized the gains from social programs. "The
political and social movements among black citizens
that were strengthened through adversary patterns of
participation were able to maintary those gains and move('
forward on an independent basis.'

Iannaccone and Lutz note the beneficial results
which accrue to districts that make use of involvement
mechanisms:

The analysis of the operation of the semiformal
mediatirig organizations that clustered around
the formal decision making organizations of
the Jefferson School District indicated that
the parents and teachers of Jefferson had
developed mechanisms through which they
simultaneously resolved their differences and
attempted to influence school policies. The
machinery had a healthy effect on the school
district because the Jefferson Teachers'
Association and the Jefferson Parent Teachers'
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Association "fought o4t" their differences
in joint committees.31

Bloomberg and Kincaid draw similar
encouraging conclusions about the results of widespread
participation but they are not as optimistic about
the prospects that the results will indeed emerge.

Extensive efforts to optimize the understanding
and operational skills of activist parents
and to educate and train a majority of
teachers and administrators to react
positively to the new situation. could minimize
the disruptive consequences of such movements
and projects and maximize their contributions
to changes that enhance the educational
opportunities and experiences of ghetto
children. Although methods to carry this
out among school personnel and resident
are known, there is little evidence that
such eggorts will be made on the needed

Bloomberg and Kincaid indicate the considerable
responsibility which building principals bear in this
regard. Part of their job is to make it possible for
citizens to participate. Emmette Redford, writing in
Democracy in the Administrative State says, "We
cannot accept the idea that the citizen must depend
upon self -help to learn what the government is doing
and how it affects him. In a democratic society each
agency must bear a responsibility for informing people
of the benefits and liabilities of its program and
except as required for national security or the privacy
of its staff, for making its processes know to
society."39

It may be appropriate to close this discussion
of the prospects for confL4ct and its impact on the
school with two quotations about some basic relations.
The first is from the Bundy Commission and states the
case very clearly for parent responsibility in any
court controversy.

Some of the concerns the Panel heard about
local election of Community School Board
members reflected a deep-rooted fear of
provincial interests Llack power or white
power, left wing or right wing, . . . the
evidence before us confirii:s our own initial
conviction that can be trusted to care
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more than anyone else for the quality of
education their children get. There may
be errors and excesses, especially at the
start. But we do not hesitate-to put our
trust in the collective good senseAf the
public school parents of New York:"

The second is a quotation from Sidney Verba's
article dealing with democratic participation. "Wide-
spread participation may lead into something resembling
chaos, but it is chaotic because there are many different
people involved with many different goals. Under such
circumstances, clear.,cut policies are difficult to
achieve. 3ut such are the circumstances of democracy.`

Finally, we need to ask, can principals expect
tnat cnanging the structure of their relations with the
communitywill tontribute to the conflict situation.
Part of the answer to that question has already beek
given in the first part of this essay. There, increased
involvement was related to increased goal achievement.
The very reasonaole- presumption is that the more
effective a school is in achieving its goals, the less
conflict it will experience. Thus, to the extent that
shared control contributes to goal achievement, it
should also reduce the possibility of rancorous
conflict.

Aonetheless, many principals would prefer to rely
on tne chain of command. Cities are, after ail,
equipped with school boards who are specifically charged
iit;1 representing public interests and governing the
schools in accordance with those interests. Since there
is already such formally constituted and authoritative
community group, why should anything else be necessary?
Unfortunately, the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders found that dissatisfaction with the
school board (and with educational policies in general)
was one of the most prominent grievances.qf people
in those cities where riots had occurred.'" Lyke's
research indicates that despite tne formal presence of
school boards at the top of city systems, "The wide-
sp7,ead frustration and discontent are evidence of the
lack of substantive representation. The formal
representing institutions simply do not prove adequate
means for urban citizens either to direct or control
ed-ucational policy."4.3
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"Substantive".representation means the willingness and
ability to press for the satisfaction of demands from
groups. It is basic to the idea of representation yet
because of the extremely wide range!of interests in

giveh city, and because of tne scarce resources
which plague.every system, no board can do an adequate
job of representation. Lykre concludes that "Neither
increasing a centralized board's authority or resources
nor appointing members that better reflect the social
characteristics of the community will change the situation.
Because they face a heterogeneous constituency with
conflicting colivaunity organizations, board members
prefer to minimize community infl4ence rather than face
continual ,conflicting pressures."'"

The situation is one in which city-wide school
boards give up the attempt to respond to the demands that
are pressed because responding to one set would'increase
the pressure on them to respond to others. The logic of
this may be functional for members of city-wide boards
in that it simplifies their lives but it reckons
completely without the fact that city syStems already
satisfy.. some interests at the expense of others. By
failing to respond to new demands they are endorsing and
satisfying those who benefit from the status quo. Thus,
a strategy which is functional on the personal level
('don't listen to "them"') is dysfunctional on the
social level since it freezes a distribution of benefits
which reflects a prior urban population. Still, given
the extreme range of interests in any city, it may be
extremely difficult for city-wide board members to be
much more responsive than they are. Thus, one way to
achieve greater responsiveness may be to shift the
representational function to a much small area base.

A great deal of the function and the justification
of establishing shared control groups at the school building
level is precisely this to provide representation on an
areal base small enough so that it can be responsive
to local needs which would otherwise go unsatisfied.
The importance of providing more adequate representation
is highlighted by the widesyreILLI' reluctance of people
to take more personal action. In a sample of Florida
citizens, Luttbeg and Griffin found that

. . 94 per cent of the public would not
resort to organizing a protest demonstration,
going to ce-art, or threatening school officials
with the ballot box to correct the situation.
It appears, then, that the public has indeed
bought the story of the school professional



that "only they are qualified to make
policy," since alternative political controls
such as voting and court action are seen as
inappropTiate ways to shape educational
policy.

Two points should be made about this,--cliQ, first is that
this sort of reluctanCe makes citizen representation by
established groups even more vital than it might other-
wise be. The seconu is that although the 94 per cent
figure way seen high, the 6 per cent who are left for
more active personal intervention is about comparable
to the size of the group who would take a more active
role in politics anyway. And assuming that we would
generalize from the Luttbeg and Griffin Florida sample
to the country as a whole, the tiny 6 per-cent
there becomes more than a million people who are willing
to protest, sue and politic in order to get the schools
to change. Few social revolutions can count on a
mobilizing base that large.

We also need to consider who the people are
who are not now well represented by the existing
arrangements. Obviously, there are the urban poor.
Recent research has documented that, "the larger the
percentage of poor households in the district, the less
accurate are the legislators' assessment of constituent
opinion."46 In addition, poor people are more inclined
to seek redress of grievances through institutional,
not personal means. "Riley and Cohen's study of
Boston parents, for example, indicated that middle class
parents prefer personal contact with teachers and
principals; and working class were more likely to want
institutional community political boards)
mechanism for increased pare'..t involvement in schools.
Riley and Cohen attribute this difference to non-
dominant pqlitical groups seeking new ways to influence
schools."'"
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III WHO SHOULD BE IAVOLVED?

The thrust of the Handbook is toward increasing
the involvement of the lay community in school decision-
making. This section is the first of the "operational"
sections and takes up the topic of how such a group conies
into being and how its members may be selected. Everyone
agrees that the group should be "representative of the
community" but actually ralizing that goal requires careful
attention. The various bases for representation and the
various methods of selecting representatives are considered
in tnis section.

The handbook itself discusses the origins of
different groups. That treatment does not need mucn
elaboration. The sporauic, and special purpose nature
of most coumunity involvement in education (except for PTAs)
is well known.' Many groups arise in reaction to a
particular crisis and just as rapidly go out of business
when the crisis is resolved or subsides. Administrators
tend to think of educational issues as being in a world
apart from all others, including from all other municipal
issues. Thus, they prefer that citizens approach
educational matters not as members of groups but as
individuals supposedly acting on the merits of each specific
issue. Wallace Sayre described the community which most
school administrators would prefer: The community, when
it confronts educational questions should be an unstructured
audience of citizens. These citizens should be
influenced in their response to educational questions by
their structured association or organizations; not as
members of interest groups of any kind (save perhaps

1

in
parent groups) or as members of a political party."
The lack of continuing education-related interest groups
means several things for administrators. Not many people
will know very much one way or the other about schools
(which contributes to rumors and crises). There will be
very few controls on controversies since people cannot take
leadership from establishing groups. Those groups that
do come into being, since they lack the coumitr.ievc and
sophistication associated with continious participation
will be more extreme in their demands than would otherwise
be the case. All of that contributes to the prospect
for dysfunctional conflict exactly what principals seek
to avoid. The creation of a shared control group is
recommended for this reason as for the several others
mentioned earlier.

A crisis about discipline or a need for a new
builaing, or a controversy about money or curriculum, can
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often lead to the creation of an ad hoc group. These
groups can serve as the basis for a shared control group
but only if special attention is paid to several features.
In order to be legitimate a shared control group must
be as broadly representative of the community as possible.
however, crisis-oriented groups form around only a
single side of a particular issue. By definition, a
"pro" group will exclude the "antis" and vice versa.
Lioreover, a group formed around the issue, say student
groupings practices, will not be fairly representative
of those people who are concerned with extending the school
day or adopting open classrooms. Special purpose groups
must always be modified. Special purpose groups do help
to mobilize some parts of the community, they do identify
people and issues which probably need attention, and they
often give their members important skills, experience,
and training. But, precisely because of their limited
focus, special purpose groups must always be modified.

The same point applies when Parent-Teacher
Associations, Parent Association, Home-School Leagues, and
other similar organizations serve as the basis for a
shared-control group. The need for broad representation
and for an independent and legitimate point of view must
be considered. Research indicates that the groups with
the best prospects for success are those in which members
have had some Qrior experience with each other in a
group setting. The presence of prior organizational ties
increases the cohesion of new froti.s facilitaLcs its
involvement with the institution.-5 In addition, when
conflict arises, the extent to which members have worked
together prior to the conflict is positively associated
with successful resolution. These are important benefits
from building the shared control group on an existing base,
but the necessity of modifying that base so that it
serves its new purpose should be kept in mind.

The Handbook makes the case for the use of
elections to help insure those things and that recommendation
will be documented here. The principal's activity at the
point of group formation is one of the several junctures
at which care and discretion are essential. On the one
hand the principal has a responsibility for and an interest
in the group's success. The temptation is obviously to
use the organizing resources and other advantages of the
position to set up a shared control group quickly and
efficiently. On the other hand, there are several
factors which argue strongly against that approach. The
ability of tame group to strengthen the school through an
involved community will depend on hJw people in the
neighborhood perceive the group. If it is seen as simply
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an extension of the school's established powers it may not
do much to reduce mistrust and alienation. But, if
neighborhood people take the lead in its creation and
play a central role from the beginning in setting it up,
then the group will be seen as a much more legitioate
vehicle of involvement. Thus, the professional's job is
essentially one of technical assistance---that of providing
some guidance and help without displacing community
people and their decisions. This is very important if th
group is to have the legitimacy, identification, and
information which comes from early indigenous leadership.

The crucial activity in creating the group is
the process of selecting its members. The kind of group
it is the quality of its activities, the value of its
contribution to the school depend on its membership.
Selection determines those aspects by determining the
personnel. The selection process is also the key ingredient

keeping the group responsive to the community.
Selection can occur by appointment, by election, and by
a combination of the two.

Regardless of who does the appointing, its
use for selection of group members is not recommehJ.
evidence shows that appointment leads to mistrust and
does not contribute to an effective group.'I Group
members who are appointed have a difficult time establishing
their independence from those who appointed them.
Stelzer's research en school board members indicates that
appointed board members are mere likely than elected
ones to have prior ties to educators and educational
associations and that those members are less receptive
to community opinion than their colleagues without such
associations.) And, despite the best intentions,
appointing a group of people wno will display the proper
range and balance of important characteristics (age, sex,
parental standing, race, ethnicity, occupation, and so
on through a long list) is very nearly an impossible
job. If it is attempted solely through the appointment
route it is a thankless task and an inevitable target
for criticism.

,Lost observors agree that elections are the
preferable metnod of member selection. Yin, et al.,
conclude: "Election mechanisms appear to be the most
desirable."6 With respect to board members, Stelzer
says, "iiost informed observers who have discussed the
mode of selection of board members have favored direct
election because of the association of elections with
the democratic choice of leaders."7 And Lyke, whose
research has demonstrated the practical impossibility of
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adequate representation at the city-wide level, has this
to say about the prospects for neighborhood boards:

By and large under a decentralized system the
willingness of school board members to respond
to demands of the citizens will increase
significantly. In part, this will come simply
because members of decentralized boards will be
from smaller districts: they will have closer
ties to the separate communities and will be
able to understand and appreciate citizen
complaints. ;Moreover if members on the
decentralized school boards must run they will
be forced to respond to local demands more than
centralized board meMbers, whether appointed
or elected. Host important, substantive
representation will be improved because
decentralized school boards will not face as
heterogeneous a community as does the centralized
board.

The theoretical path through which elections
are thought to increase responsiveness to the public
runs something as follows: Office holders would like
to stay in office or c:,.ndidates who 1L.:e to get lilt° office
compete in order to win the support of the public. The
competition between the "ins" and the "outs- goes on in terms
of which one can better satisfy the interests of the public.
This simple description of electoral dynamics has three
important parts: (1) incumbents who would like to stay
on; (2) candidates who oppose them; and (3) an electorate
that judges the competition in terns of what the
candidates have done or will do for it. The aspects of
ambition, competition, and consciousness are not nearly
as vividly present in public life in general as they
are thought to be.' Jennings and Ziegler,.for.example,
after their examination'of school board politics;conclude
". . . The force of competition, the threat of defeat,
and the desire to remain in office are of little
mement for many school boards in keeping them responsive
to their publics."10 The problem is, that in a
constituency as small as a neighborhood, there may be
even less interest in serving on the shared control
group to keep these forces operative. The problem is a
real one but in the absence of other more control
patterns, there seems to be no alternative but to face it.

There is some evidence, again at the level of
school boards to indicate that elected boards do a better
job at representing constituent opinion to the school's
administrators than do appointed boards. Stelzer found
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that in general, the more competition there was for places
on the board, the more receptive beard members were to
citizens. " . . . members with high receptivity increases
by 9 percentage points, from 12 to 21%, when all three
competitive aspects are present in the respondent's first
election. The aspects of competition were (1) opposition
candidate for board seat (2) active contention between
candidates (3) differences of ideas among candidates."11

Peterson found that competition among candidates
in poverty program boards was associated with "universalistic"
rather than "particularistic' representation. That is,
where there was no competition, board members tended to
pay most attention to satisfying the needs of individuals
not group7. Where competition was a factor, representatives
concernedAhemseives with more broadly based interests.12

ilann's research on administrator responsiveness
demonstrated that there was a marked decrease in the
willingness to override community opinion from those
administrators who worked for appointed boards to those
who worked for elected boards. 740 of those working in
districts with appointed boards took a "trustee"
representational role orientation while 61% of those
working for elected boards did so.li Even Jennings and
Ziegler found some differences in responsiveness between
the two methods of member selection. They distinguished
between responsiveness to group interests and responsiveness
to individual interests and found that " . Elected
boards are indeed more sensitive to individual voters
because of the potential sanctions . . but they are
les sensitive than appointed boards to group interests."14
And after an exhaustive analysis, they finally conclude
that there is some reason for faith in the ability of
electoral machinery to deliver some increases in
responsiveness:

Electoral characteristics of the school districts
do leave an imprint on the responsiveness of school
boards because these characteristics provide
differential settings within which the strong
elements of sociopolitical complexity (and
mass support) operate. It seems probable
therefore, that tinkering with the legal
fraewor!: and fostering more competition for
office would sooner or later affect the
resi)onse between constituents
and school bilrds.1
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Thus, with modest expectations and realizing
full well that elections are the only appropriate tool
available for the job, we may turn to a consideration
Of the various features of the election itself. These
features are very important for as Ralph Kramer notes
in his comparative study of community action programs:
"An election might appear to be intrinsically more
democratic and more likel to insure a representative
/Target area organization/ than any other process, but
its success depended_on_ihe_conditions under which it
was conducted, the criteria established for candidates and
voters, and the extent to which the neighborhood was
organized for voting, as well as the number of persons
casting ballots."16

The first wtter for consideration is who should
be eligible to vote? It is clear that only those people
who reside within the attendance district should be allowed
to vote in the school election. Teachers, administrators,
paraprofessionals and other school employees should be
allowed to vote in the election even though they cannot
hold office in the control sharing group (see below). But
the underlying question is should residents other than
parents be allowed to vote? Opinions are split about
this matter. Some people argue that parental interest
in the school is too important to risk it being overridden
by non-parent interest. If other than public school
parents can vote, it may be that the cor.t.701. sharing group
can be captured by a private parochial school faction, '

a group vehemently opposed to the cost of public education,
or a militant political group. On the other side,
proponents of a wider franchise argue that interest in ,

the school is more broadly shared than simply the parent
group and it is desirable on moral and pedagogical grounds
to allow those interests an opportunity to participate.
As an example of tae first position Gittell recommends .

that ". . . only parents, the true clients of tiqe school
system, vote for the community board members.'

The second position, that all residents should
be allowed to vote, is recommended in the Handbook. Cloward
and Jones observe that "one of the most striking things
about our educational system is that there are virtually
no formal channels through which persons without children
in the public schools can make known their feelings about
educational matters. Those without children in school are
restricted to participation in the educational system
through budget hearings or ad hoc 'citizens for better
schools' committees. Thus, involvement in educational
matters is virtually restricted to persons with children
in public schools."13 But, non-parents are affected by
what happens in the school. They help pay for education
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just as do parents. And as we learn more about the
non-institutional ways in which learning occurs, that is,
as we learn more about truly "cominunity-based" educational
opportunities, it is clear that non-parents also have
a role to play in the education of children and should be
allowed to vote. This need not cause parents much concern
because it is natural and inevitable that far more
parents than non-parents will take an inteTRst in the
local school election and turnout to vote.

The Handbook recommends that any resident who
shows proof of residence should be allowed to vote. No
other restrictions on the franchise (except of course age)
are advisable. Fantini,et al.,say that "Strictures on
district board electionspre-registration of parents,
residency requirements, and a complex system of proportional
representation - are such as to minimize voting by the
poor."20

A second and often controversial question
revolves around whether school employees should be allowed
to hold office. In a special note, the Handbook defends
the position that because they are already well
represented in the policy-making process and because
their participation on a control-sharing group would
constitute a conflict of interest, both paraprofessionals
and professional employees of the local school should be
excluded from holding office even when they reside within
the school's attendance area. Fantini, Gittell, and
14agat, in commenting on a similar policy with respect to
NYC community school boards have observed that "this
policy deprives communities of the participation in either
school work or school policy-making, of sgme of their
most interested and energetic residents."41 But ,

Gittell, writing alone about the exclusion of teachers,
defends that policy. "Teachers and administrators
when acting as represen.atives of their community
groups should not sit on local governing boards. The
experience in the demonstration districts also indicates
that teachers and administrators largely view community
control as a threat to t4ir own status and will not be
especially cooperative."'

Most of the other electio., procedures are
straightforward adaptations of fair election practices to
tne neighborhood situation. The single exception may be
the areal or other basis for election. The Handbook
recommends that all candidates run-at-large, that is that
they not run either for specific position (chairperson, etc.),
"second grade representative," or from a particular part
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of the neighborhood. The important consideration here is
the physical size of most urban attendance areas.
Because of population density and neighborhood life
styles, such areas are already quite compact, often
comprised of an area not more than a few blocks on a
side. This is especially the case with elementary schools.
The complications introduced by the larger attendance
districts of junior and senior high schools will be
discussed in a moment.

The TAIWRAAD study of citizen participation in DEEW
programs concluded. h. . that success is negatively
related to the size of the target population. Of the
citizen participation organizations involving activities
serving less than 20,000 citizens, 63 percent were successful
in implementing their ideas, compared to less than one -half
of those involving over 20,000 citizens. The greater
success for all criteria wa§,for target populations between
5,000 and 20,000 citizens."" Andrews and Noack found
that, within one large city school system, parents
resiuing in a uecentralized community school district
were found to be significantly more satisfied with their
community school than parents residing in a centralized
scnool uistrict.44 Similarly, 1:ramer's comparative study
iadicated that smaller election units resulted in better
representation of low-income residents.25

On a relateu topic, Jencks reexamined the
Coleman data to discover whether or not the size of the
school district had an effect on achievement scores.

I also compared large and small school districts.
The differences were trivial. First, I compared
sample schools in the 3 largest cooperative
EEOS districts (Baltimore, Detroit, Milwaukee,
New York, Philadelphia, St. Louis, San
Francisco, and ashington, D.C.) with schools
in the 116 smaller cooperative districts.
After racial and socioeconomic factors had been
taaen into account, the "true' difference was
somewnere between a three-month auvantage for
the big districts anu a one-month advantage
for the small districts. . . . . Tnese
results proviueu cold comfort to reformers
who claim that student achievement in tne great
cities coulu be improved by Balkanizing the
cities into smaller districts, such as those
in the surrounding suburbs. No district,
large or small, seems to have been very
successful in boosting achievement in
predominantly black or lower-class schools.



This suggests that decentralization and community
control have primarily political rather than
pedagogic effects.26

It should be noted that Jencks was looking at district
size, not school building attendance art,:a

size.

Ziegler has also recently dissented from the
notion that small constituencies yield better representation.
Using the willingness of boards to challenge the
superintendent's judgment as one indicator of
responsiveness, ire found that boards in small communities
were less willing to engage in such challenges than
those in metropolitan areas. Ziegler's conclusion is that

Proximity is not good enough. One can predict
the results of the current wail of .

decentralization with gloomy accuracy.
Initially, in community schools, there
will be a burst of conflict, realistic debate
over educational goals, a high rate of
turnover in personnel. Gradually, the urge
for a competitive educational product, the
complexity, the governing process, and the
staff monopoly of information will result
in the destruction of accountability.
Structural changes do not generally
produce behavioral changes. Ironically,
then, the current quest for reform will
produce more politically crippled boards,
providing one mgre layer of legitimacy for
administrators.47

Ziegler's reasoning is certainly plauaible; neighborhood
resiuents may be reluctant to challenge professional
judgment because their interaction is so close. On the
other hand, it may also be that, because of that proximiity,
principals will anticipate neighbor'ood reactions,
incorporate more of their wishes and intere in
professional decision, and tnus render such ch llenges
moot because of that prior responsiveness. Res rch
on that alternate explanation has yet to be conclpsively
executed in education. We may only point out thaX the
second explanation for a lack of challenges is well
grouridea in the premises of democratic government,28
and tnere does not seem to be available a more reasonable
alternate to achieve the goals which have been outlined
for community involvement in school decision making.
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Larger attendance districts those which
encompass more than a single neighborhood - present
complicatiDns. It may be desirable to break such areas
into smaller election sub-districts and select
representatives from the smaller areas. If that seems
desirable its probable impact on the composition of the
group needs to be weighed very carefully. The evils
of gerrymandering are well known. The effect of drawing
lines around any given area should not unnecessarily
diminish ethnic or racial or other representation.
This is a very complicated subject which cannot be
assessed without attention to specific voter distributions.
One plan, for example, may concentrate a school's
opponents in one area where they have but a single
representative; another plan may distribute opponents
so evenly that they have no representatives. The
guidelines here have to do with the critical importance
of representing whatever characteristics are salient
to school policy, fairly and impartially on the shared
control group.

COldBINED ELECTIOA APPOLITi 1E4T

Elections are the preferred method of selecting
group members since they begin the process of involvement
early and on a broad basis. They contribute to adequate
representation between group members and their
constituents and they are perceived as fairer and more
legitimate in their results than are other methods of
selection. itowever, there are special circumstances
which may require another procedure.

One of these circumstances might be a neighborhood
that has a firmly established base of organizations and
voluntary associations. If those groups have a history
of interest and interaction with the school, it may
be desirable (and sometimes unavoidable) to allow them
to send organizational representations to the local
school's control sharing group. One big potential
problem with this procedure is establishing just which
groups should be allowed this sort of representation. If
minimum standards of size and longevity are used as
criteria, any group tnat is excluded is very likely to
complain of discrimination.

Two other circumstances may justify tne use of
this selection procedure. If election turnout is
extraordinarily low and if it cannot be raised, then there
may be no alternative but to turn to established groups.
Or, if the election itself seems unlikely to deliver
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a shared control group that is broadly inclusive of
the neighborhood's legitimate pointsof view, then this
alternative may be considered. If it is considered, the
principal needs to be acutely aware that allowing some
organizations to send representatives will be perceived
as special and perhaps unfair treatment. Who is to
decide what "broadly inclusive" means? On whose
:iuLhority is the selection process "supplemented"? The
procedure may well debase the selection process itself,
and that is a very serious consequence.

Altshuler's warning about the untiosirahle
consequences of allowing existing groups to choose
representatives: "The arguments against explicit group
representation on neighborhood councils are obvious
and rather overwhelming. Such a reification of
particular criteria for categorizing voters would eliminate
from the system nearly all capacity to evolve; it would
intensify and ensure the persistence of today's most
salient group conflicts; and it would force any
people into molds that they found Procrustean."49

Still, the delegate assembly approach worked
fairly well on a city-wide basis for coordinating program
decisions in the community action area. The crucial
difference between tnat experience and the neighborhood
experience is very likely to be the relative dominance
of established organizations. If the strategy is
employed it should be done with great care to minimize
the possibility of abuse and to minimize the damage done
to more broadly-based selection procedures. It
seems reasonable to conclude that a shared control group
should be only partially constituted through this procedure,
and then only with the cooperation and assistance of as
idany of the appropriate neighborhood people as possible.
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IV WdAT SHOULD THEY DO?

A shared control group exists in order to
realize the goals of the school and the community. Its
contribution to that is made in terms of the group's
involvement in the substance of school policy. Earlier
sections of this essay defended the basic proposition
that that involvement is successful when it is
significant. In this section, var1ous policy areas are
examined, the evidence dealing with community participation
is presented, and some of the overall limitations are
examined.

Kenneth Clark's study of a dozen big city
community action programs indicated that among the features
which distinguished successful from unsuccessful programs
was some form of involvemnt or representation of the
program's clientele on the policy-making level.1

Significant involvement also helps the group
with its own tasks. Lyke found that "In general, the
more authority decentralized school boards have the
easier it will be for them to reflect the demands of
citizens within their respective areas.2

Significant involvement means involvement that
laay make a difference in what happens in the school: it
is involvement which can determine, influence, or change
what the school does. The existence of a neighborhood-
based group that can express community interests is not
enough. The possiblity has to exist that those
:ci:,resss can impact school policy. It should be
obvious that what is intended here is not as one-to-one
correspondence between community expression and school
policy. Some of what the community wants may, on some
occasions,be reflected in school policy and sometimes not.
Whether it is or not depends on a number of contextual
factors which have already been discussed (e.g., legal
restraints, availability of material resources, the power
position of other relevant participants, etc.) Other
factors are about to be discussed.

But the essential point remains. Involvement
must on some level make a difference. Harold Savitch's
discussion of "nominal" versus "effective" access makes
some illuminating points: "We can begin to clarify
the concept by aistinguishing 'effective access'from
'nominal access'which is not effective. Effective access



is the ability of a group not only to be heard but over
the course of time to obtain some kind of satisfaction.
This saris action is in a sense assu-ed because
groups exercising effective access are in a position to
apply sanctions and inducements so that their demands
are not continually frustrated. Access which is
nominal or not effective is simply the ability of a
group to be heard in the strictest sense of thQ word, or
as Dahl would say, the ability to make noise."

But, whether or iiot such an impact is justified
depends inter alia on the substance of the decision. The
handbook suggests four major areas of school policy:
curriculum, budget, personnel and studpnt affairs. Many
observors have agreed on these as an appropriate
categorization of school policy matters.4

One study measured the range of policy
areas in 'which parents in the Boston public school system
said the wisheC to participate. Using five policy
areas, in tead of the four suggested here, Raffel. found
that Black parents were interested in participation in
more policy areas than were the parents of any other
group. The five areas included personnel (teachers and/or
administrators), curriculum, methods, and budget review.
While the average Boston parent respondent thought
that parents should have a role in a average of over three
areas, this average differed greatly by ethnic group. . .

While Chinese respondents sought a role in fewer than
two decision areas, Italian and Irish respondents in three,
iilack respondents believed that parents should play a role
in at 16ast four of the five areas. Within the ethnic
groups, only the more educated Italians sought a greater
role than their less educated group members."5

.1ann sought to discover the areas in which
school administrators thought that lay participation
would be the most appropriate and those where they thought
such participation would be least approl...iate.
Administrators ranked lay participation in "budget and
finance" as t,:le most appropriate, followed by student
matters, curTiculum, and teacher personnel as the least
appropriate. ° It is possible that administrators believe
that the lay participation in "budget and finance" may not
go further than simply paying for the schools or voting
in board elections. The interesting and volatile aspect of
the administrators ranking is the last place position
of lay participation in teacher personnel decisions.
Many community demands center around exactly this area
where administrators are least willing to grant communities
a legitimate role. In her evaluation of the New York
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city demonstration districts, Cittell, for example
says, The one power most desired by activist parents
who pressured for community participation in education
policy was over personnel. Most poor parents wanted
the ability to hold teachers and principals
accountable, a Center for Urban Education study of parental
attitudes showed that the greatest percentage of
respondents wanted the right to remove school personnel
they deemed incompetent."' But to repeat a point made
earlier, "involvement" can mean many things "In New York
City one community school district has recently
developed guidelines for school Personnel Practices
Committees (PPC's). These committees must include parents
from each grade level; representation on them must
reflect the ethnic composition of student population.
The PPC's are given a large voice in the recruitment
and selection of all tax levy and Funded Programs staffs
in developing job descriptions and recommending staffing_
patterns. They may also conduct an on-going evaluation
of all staff by visiting classrooms with supervisory
personnel."8

With respect to the budget area there is some
evidence linking significant participation with program
success. Yin,et al.,report that When the Citizen
Participation Organization (CPO) has substantial
influence over the services budget, 79 percent of the time
it was successful in implementing citizen views into
policy. Moreover, with control over the budget comes
opportunity for managerial responsibility, and 83
percent of the CPOs with budgetary influences saw the
development of new leadership skills."

However, in general very little research
has been done about the impact of involvement on specific
program areas. while the over-all proposition linking
significant involvement to goal achievement is well
documented, the component attributes of that involvement
are less clearly demonstrated.

Typical is the comment of a 1970 Urban
Institute report referring to the evaluation
of social programs generally and specifically
to Model Cities and Title I of the Elemuntary
and Secondary Education Act: "Relatively little
is known about the effectiveness of such
programs in meeting their objectives." Thu
report states that the programs include the
difficulties of defining program objectives
and output measures; methodological,
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bureaucratic, and practical co:)straints;
shortages of trained personnel, lack of
funds, and the absence of clearly defined
evaluation policies.'0

This lack of detailed documentation has now
however, dissuaded the protagonists in the involvement debate
from discussing the overall subject. As the Handbook
explains, control can be shared in rather precise amounts
and those amounts can vary according to local circumstances
and the policy areas implicated. Both "h-w much" and
"in what" can be modified to achieve a balance which school
people and neighborhood people can agree on. However,
legitimate questions can still be raised about what sorts
of decisions should be shared with respect to particular
matters. The diagnosis of the reading problems of a
group of children, the location and evaluation of various
alternate reading curricula, the selection and adoption
of one curriculum and the assessment of its results pose

very specific dilemmas for school people and
laymen. What should be done in any particular decision
will depend to a large degree on such factors as the
knowledgeability of the participants, the history of their
interaction, and their relative influence over one
another. None of those things can be determined except by
reference to specific situations which obviously cannot
be described here except in terms of general ovzrall
components.

It may De that uncertainty about situational
aspects of any given instance of involvement is one of
the things wnich makes aaministrators reluctant partic-
ip.aLts. in share control arrangements. Tne fierce
rhetoric which characterized tha-early part of thup.laio.0.L4.
drive fur increaseu participation is certainly another
contributing factor. In order to justify a movement,
school people were often pictured as incompetent villains
and community people often arrogated to themselves suf-
ficient decision-making power ana zthority. Reality
is of course more complicated than rhetoric. Out of
that strife has come a much more realistic mutual
appraisal of the strengths and weaknesses of both sides.

One important part of that reappraisal is the
recognition that very, very few communities want to run
schools themselves. They do not wish to replace pro-
fessional educators, only to participate with them in
importanZ policy decisions. Philip Neranto, for example,
in School Politics in the i.ietropolis, writes:

Although tne degree of env±sional local control
is often ambiguous, tne proponents feel that
community control can only he successful if
tnere is "significant" community involvement
in key policy decisions, particularly in the
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areas of personnel, curriculum, buuget, and
overall evaluation. This noes not mean that
parents and other community participants seek
to run the school themselves. It does mean
that they want to be involved in key policy
decisions and want to insure that the profes-
sionals working in the schools are responsive
to the needs of the community and its children.11

And Fantini, et al., have observed, "Host parents want
nutning more thaa the assurance that their children's
schools are being run by men and women who truly believe
in tne capacity of all chiluren to learn. IrunicaIly,
the more accountable the school is to the community,
tne lower the degree of community control is likely to
be.T112 The relationship here is an interesting one
since it suggests that as long as the school is account-
able, professional autonomy may be largely unhindered.
A good deal of the justification of a shared-control
group is to deliver accountability fruLl the school to
the community. If the group increases that accountabi-
lity, then it may also increase, not decrease, the
personal autonomy of the administrator. (The possibi-
lity of this paradoxical result emerging has been
aiscussed in Section II: "When to Snare Control and
sJhat to Expect.")

14unetheless, the temptation to use community
involvement for Lianipulative purposes remains a strong
one. The uefinition of manipulation is always diffi-
cultthere is an old say about "I teach but you
manipulate!" Where processionals have a responsibility
fur leadership; that is, a responsibility for encourag-
ing aad stimulating people to do things they would not
uu unassisted, it will always be difficult to know where
leadership stops anu manipulation begins. Referring to
people's "best interests" will not help much since those
interests are so varieu, and practically no action is
ever. undertaken except in the sincere belief that it
is serving "The Public Interest." however, it is pro-
bably accurate to say that when a different version of
people's interests is substituted for the version which
people themselves have expressed, then manipulation is
taking place.

The temptations to do that are strong. What
aappens when the neighborhood persists in wanting to do
something which the principal feels is mistaken? The
principal's first resort is to persuasion and exhor-
tation. The principal may also wish to marsnall his or
her own supporters. If that fails, the'principal ray
wis to resort to legal authority (if the action is
within the legal province of the administrator) or
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.1prhaps if the issue is important enough, to consider
resigning. There is an alternate. If the consequences
are not too severe, and if the estimated results-
although regrettable--are still acceptable, the prin-
cipal may wish to accede to something in which he or
she does not believe. The freedom to fail is, after all,
one of. the. prices which all responsible decision makers
(including administrators) 'Ipay. Two long-time observers
of the community involvement scene, S. A. hiller and
ilartin Rein, say, "Efficiency and Participation do not
necessarily converge. It may not always be possible to
bring together without conflict ideals of efficiency,
humanity-, an(' democracy. But we cannot surrender to
efficiency as the highest social value'13

Communications

A frequent criticism of education is that it
has become so bureaucratized, especially in the big
cities, that it is a closed decision system in wnich
.public decisions are made in private beyond reach of
public scrutiny. Practically every feature of the
shared-control mechanism described here can be inter-
preted as au assault on the closed nature of that
decision system. The introduction of new groups into
school policy formation and implementation will cer-
tainly contribute to more adequate communications between
schools and tne public. Gittell ana hollander make a
typical point: "Public participation in school policy
formation is circumscribed by the lack of visible
decision-making, the general shortage of information
available to the public, a deficiency in the means for
participation.

liann's research on the conditions of adminis-
trative responsiveness found that the number and kind
of people to whom auministrative decisions were visible,
and tne frequency of that visibility were related to
responsiveness to the community. here only bureau-
cratic superiors could oversee program decisions, the
tendency to override community interests was strong.
But, waen oversight by a neighborhood g-oup was added
to tie supervision found in the cnain of command, that
tendency diminished snarply.15 Similarly Lalioue and
Smith recommend more use of the public opinion devices
to assess the attitudes of tne system's clients and in
seeping minority view points from being buried.16
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hOW SHOULD THE GROUP BE ORGANIZED?

The responsibilities of a shared control group
require that it be organized carefully. It must have
a structure that is appropriate to the community- an,1
school-related tasks it performs. It must make its
decisions in a democratic fashion and it must be
organized to utilize the best expert opinion available.
The organizational features of the group include its
decisions procedures, constituent relations,
aspects of its meetings and provisions for self-change.

Procedures for group decisions are discussed
in the Handbook itself. A distinction made earlier aboout
the diairenabetween consensus and consent is
reintroduced there. Briefly, where groups are cohesive,
where they share goals, most decisions can be expected
to emerge by mutual agreement. But where those
characteristics are not present, the prior establishment
of fair procedures for arriving at a decision is very
important. The Handbook also refers to the standard
reference for group decision-making, Robert's Rules of
Order. In a neighborhood where most participants are
known to each other and where the group is created and
operates under amicable circumstances, adopting
parliamentary procedures may seem unnecessarily formal.
In one sense that is true: if decisions can be reached
fairly and with little effort, more formal structure is
not necessary. However, if the shared-control group
is to engage significant policy matters, some disagreement
is to be expected. The entire purpose of formal
procedures is to channel conflict, to ensure fairness
to all interests, and to preserve the integrity of
the group. Prior familiarity with formal decision
procedures, in non-stressful circumstances can help
groups through disagreement that might otherwise be much
mere acrimonious.

The sort of relation which individual group
members should have with their constituents is always
a thorny business. Practically everyone is agreed that
any group which intends to pursue a neighborhood's interests
or which will be acting on behalf of a neighborhood
should include in its membership the salient descriptive
charactristics of the neighborhood. This does not
mean that Puerto Ricans cannot represent the interests
of Chicanos, or that BlacKs from the American South
cannot act on behalf of those who come from the Vest
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Indies. Italians do not have to have Italians for
representatives and so on. On the other hand, where
a large and vocal part of the school's clientele
consists of mothers who work outside tne home, a shared-
control group will be hampered in its operation without
some representation of that point of view. Gittell, for
example states " . . . There is strong merit in the
argument that CS-13's and school staffs may be educationally
more effective if tney are ethnically representative of
those they are supposed to serve."1 A neighborhood group
that is not accurately representative of its community
constituency will have a difficult time acting on their
behalf. And, in addition, that unrepresentativeness will
hinder the group's acceptance by another important group,
tne teachers. If the group is not a representative
one, professionals feel it is les§ legitimate and arc
less likely to cooperate with it. 4 Despite the
desirability of having a fairly close match between
the descriptive characteristics of the group and the
neighborhood, there is not much that the principal can
do about an imbalance if that imbalance results from an
election. Where elections are used to select group
members, about all the principal can do is to be alert
to the possibility of an imbalance or gap in
representation, and perhaps encourage people to run for
office in order to avoid those situations.

Another aspect of constituent relation is the
extent which a group acts to satisfy individual interests
rather than group interests. (An earlier discussion
pointed out that competition for positions on the group
reduces the tendency of groups to serve only individual
interests.) What are the conditions which inhibit the
tendency of a group to "do favors for certain people'?
In their study of a national sample of school boards,
Jennings and Ziegler found that the more complexity present
in the community being represented (measured by
metropolitianism, urbanism, and size) the less likely the
group was to represent individual as opposed to group
interests. Thus, tc, tne extent that the shared control
group indeed represents or is chosen to reflect the
entire range of interests in a community, to that extent
it will be less likely to enact individual's yishes
and interests at the expense of those groups.
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Poverty (San Francisco: Jossey-Bas, 1970),
pp. 157-130.
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p. 301.
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VI HOW TO HELP

The entire Handbook is organized around the
specific things which school principals may do to help
shared control groups succeed. Each topic considered
here is an operational answer to the "how to help"
question. This concluding section of the interpretive
essay considers some additional things that principals
may do for the group. It deals in sequence with
requisite features for democratic participation.1

The first requisite is of course, the opportunity
to share control. That is not as tautological as it
may seem, since schools ordinarily offer many citizen
involvement opportunities that do not reach the level
of authenticity or intensity of shared control. Saul
Alinsky stressed,

. . . the necessary physical links to start
the communication and the democratic bargaining.
Without that it becomes literally impossible.
You cannot have the democratic process and you
cannot have the democratic involvement of
people in the community as long as they do not
have representation. If they are not
organized,they don't have the circumstances
from which they can derive legitimate
representation. This is the fundamental
requirement for the democratic mix. . .

This idea of the importance of
being organized in order to have true
representation from the community holds true
for the schools as well. Principals or
administrators who have ideas about
coramunity involvement in the operation of
the school must, of necessity, have a :

method of securing egitimate representation
from the community.-

The existence of a mechanism of shared control
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for
successful involvement. As Edgar and Jean Cahn say,
"Wherever there is any form of representationon
boards, through employment of staff, 0-ctions, public
meetings, volunteer service, in the day-to-day administration,
through complaint bureaus, grievance procedures or
adversary contests---there must be access to knowledge
and to the resources necessary to present the best
possible case for the position taken."3
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One of the most important of those additional
resources is the material support for neighborhood
people. In many circumstances, the participation of urban
residents is precluded because of family responsibilities
as a mother or father, or because of the necessity to work
at two or more jobs, or because of the single inability
to pay the small amounts entailed in carfare between
home and meeting place. Per meeting or lump sum stipends
can be used to make up for those lacks. They can allow
participants to arrange for baby sitters, pay carfare,
and compensate for income foregone. They can also
contribute to the neighborhood group's motivation and
attention to details of its work.

Title I of ESEA specifically provides for
stipends to parent representatives." Several
researchers agree about the usefulness of this provision.
Lyke, for example, recommends that city-wide school board
members be paced as full -time as are many state
and federal representatives. Gittell says, "The
traditional civic concept of unpaid board membership
developed by middle -glass community and for a limited
concept of the role of a school board is not practical
in a system of community control."

In addition, stipends can encourage representation
of a neglected group in the politics of education at
the neighborhood level---men. Altshuler points out that
the Kerner Commission determined that three times as
many men as won participated ,in urban riots. From
the evidence, he concludes that it is men "who threaten
the stability of the political order," and thus it is
particularly important to attract male participation in
neighborhood government. That participation can be
induced with a stipend. Altshuler cites a study of
cenver Model Cities groups which provided $15 per meeting
stipends and which with 70% m4e representatives had
reversed the usual proporticn./

The information on which to base involvement
is a vital support component. It is so important that the
US Office of Education has mandated that each parent
representative on a Title I ESEA advisory council must,
as a minimum, receive free of charge

"1. Title I legislation
-2. Federal regulations, guidelines, criteria

pertaining to Title I
"3. State Title I regulations and guidelines
"4. The LEA's current 7itle I application and past

applications and evaluations.
"S. Any other information the council members may

need to perform their duties effectively."8
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OE's 1970 regulations also referred to an "affirmative
information program" for parents which included, in
addition to the above things, recommendations about
exemplary programs, a description of the process for
planning and developing grant applications, and full
information about the starting and ending dates of all
programs.9 Malcolm Provus, who has wide experience in
educational evaluation has expanded on the goals of
information to be provided and the likely effects of
its availibility.

Information about the daily, weekly, or
monthly travails of community program operations
can be exciting stuff. When the successes and
failures of programs serving real and pressing
community needs are observed and examined,
an increasing number of people will commit
themselves to the challenge of improving
affairs. When specific shortages of materials
or human skills are made apparent, the
community will find. its voice and hands.
Where it is publicly demonstrated that
essential human resources cannot be found
within a community, the need for their
importation will be acknowledged even by
militants. A sense of interdependence
with a large community will be established and
a sense of control over one's own life-space
will begin to unfold. Only if the public is
fully informed about a program as,it develops
will the benefits of that program occur, and
only then will proofs and evidence of its
effectiveness be forthcoming. . .

Public and educators alike can come to expect
that all programs will be described in terms
of:

Who is to be changed by the program?
In what way and by what time?
How are the changes to be brought about?
1!iD must be involved?
What process will be used?
What is the sequence of the steps in each
process and what are the immediate effects of
these steps?
What staff training is needed?
What administrative functions are essential?
What kind of institutional cooperation is needed?
What facilities, material, and equipment are
needed and will these be used?
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What dollar and nondollar costs are involved?
How mcuh money c9mes from federal, state, and
local resources?-0

Along with more information, members of the
shared control group are also likely to profit by training
in its use and application to school-level decision making.
Again, the Title I guidelines stress the need for
"long-term on-going training of Parent Advisory council
members." The study of DHEW programs by Yin, et al.,
indicated that in two-thirds of the cases where training
was provided to group members, the participants developed
new skills and were succqssful in getting their views
translated into policy."

The provision of formal training experiences can
reinforce the learning that will already be taking place
:Amply by virtue of membership in the group. Fantini,
et al,point out the benefits to be had by this "learn-
by-doing" approach: "The question should involve not
what parents know now about the technicalities of
education, but what they can come to know. Participation
affords direct knowledge and facilitates understanding
and insights far more effectively than attempts to
learn and understand from a distance. Experience is
the great teacher."13

The availability of staff help is also
extremely important. On the basis of eight years of
study at CASEA, Zeigler has concluded that " . . . elected
bodies must be provided with full time staffs, capable
of matching the administratioHTicTTir fact, jargonistic
phrase for jargonistic phrase. Qtherwise, the
inevitable erosion will occur."14 The study of citizen
participation in DHEW programs reached a similar and
emphatic conclusion.

The most important organizational characteristic
for a CPO is that it has staff under its own
control. As the following responses indicate,
the simple presence of staff was associated
with a 75 percent success rate.
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o Does the CFO'-have its own staff?

Res onse Yes N=20 No N=26

Not at all, or to a
trivial degree 25% 58%

To a significant but
limited or to a high
degree 75% 42%

.130 100%

No other feature is as critical to success in
affecting the services and tile reasons for this
are not difficult to infer.I3

But, despite this clear indication of the
relation between staff assistance to community boards
and program success, Gittell reports that by 1972 not
more than 5 of New York City's 32 decentralized boards
had executive assistants at the district level.16

The final characteristic to be considered is
probably equally important. The professionals within
the schools, especially the teachers must be receptive
to and supportive of community involvement. The Handbook
discussed some specific ways in which those attitudes
can be fostered. The importance of staff attitudes
has been remarked by several authors. Fusco says
"If school officials expect parents to bc nuncoopt,y_ive
their impressions. wi11 ceil7); its1T Fa:ci:ts anci
cause a negative attitude.'"
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